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Dedication
To all LGBTQ youth who feel like they do not belong…you matter. You are important and you
are worthy of love. It may get more difficult before it gets easier, but one day, you will find your
place and you will find love. You are worthy, you are beautiful, and you are amazing. Never
forget that!
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Abstract
In this arts-based qualitative study, I explore the experiences of LGBTQ youth regarding
inclusion during their early schooling. The purpose of this study was to examine the experiences
of youth participants regarding inclusion during their early school experiences to better assist
educators and policy-makers at all levels with information to provide safe and equitable learning
environments for LGBTQ youth to succeed. The intent of this study was to uncover the ways
schools may marginalize or be inclusive of LGBTQ youth by examining school experiences with
a particular focus at the elementary level. Data was collected through semi-structured
interviews, focus groups, and digital collage making. Each data source was analyzed using poetic
inquiry. Findings were shared through the use of participant-voiced poems created using the
authentic words of participants. Findings indicate that LGBTQ youth experience
harassment/victimization beginning in elementary school, discriminatory policies and practices
are marginalizing for LGBTQ youth beginning in elementary school, and the participants
experienced support through LGBTQ-related school resources and supportive educators, staff
and friends. These findings highlight a need for teacher preparation programs to teach new
teachers to be more inclusive of LGBTQ students as well as a need for professional development
related to LGBTQ inclusion in schools for current teachers, administrators, and other school
personnel.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
I am a gay man. I am happily married to my best friend, Ryan. We met in high school on
Long Island and have been together now for thirteen years. We are about to celebrate our fourth
wedding anniversary and have recently begun conversations about the future of our family. We
live together with our ten year old Yorkie, Dex. I am the happiest I have ever been in my entire
life and I attribute much of that to my best friend, our family, and the life we have built together.
I have been teaching at the elementary level for over ten years and I currently work as a teacher
educator to support preservice teachers in developing their skills. My research interests involve
the experiences of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) youth and how to
provide an inclusive elementary classroom for students, specifically LGBTQ students. It is my
goal as a teacher educator to support preservice teachers in how to create inclusive learning
environments where ALL students can feel welcome. Through this research study the experiences
of LGBTQ youth in schools are examined with the intent to create safer spaces for future LGBTQ
youth. My journey has taught me that it is never too early to help students at any age to be kind
to one another and to learn how to be more accepting and understanding of their differences.
Background of the Study
The heteronormative environments of most schools can cause many issues for lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) students, including: decreased social-emotional
well-being, increased negative behaviors including fighting, and academic decline (Blackburn &
Pascoe, 2015). This is especially true for many LGBTQ students in the middle and high school
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grades (Kosciw et al., 2018). According to The Gay, Lesbian, Straight Education Network
(GLSEN, 2014), LGBTQ refers to,
an umbrella term referring to people who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or
identify as queer and/or questioning. The acronym can also include additional letters, in
reference to other identities that do not conform to dominant societal norms around
sexual orientation and gender identity and expression.
LGBTQ students in K-12 settings regularly experience issues of homophobia and
bullying in school and as a result, report feeling unsafe and are at a greater risk of dropping out
(Kosciw, Greytak, Zongrone, Clark, & Truong, 2018). In order to avoid these negative
experiences for LGBTQ youth, research suggests the formation of a Gay Straight Alliance
(GSA) with support from teachers while also incorporating LGBTQ inclusion in the curriculum
(Bishop & Atlas, 2015; Blackburn & Pasco, 2015; Heck, Flentje, & Cochran, 2013; Poteat,
Yoshikawa, Calzo, Russell, & Horn, 2017). Unfortunately, only about 16.8% of LGBTQ
students indicate that they are exposed to positive representations of LGBTQ people, history, or
events in their school curricula (Blackburn & Pascoe, 2015). Blackburn and Pascoe (2015)
assert educational policy reforms must ensure a safe learning environment for LGBTQ students.
These reforms include anti-bullying policies, nondiscrimination policies, and professional
development to support a safe learning environment for LGBTQ youth. Furthermore, research
recommends beginning the process of creating an inclusive learning environment for LGBTQ
youth during teacher preparation programs (Kedley, 2015) and continuing through targeted
professional development (Kitchen & Bellini, 2012).
An understanding of inclusion in its broadest sense and inclusive practices for all students
is essential for today’s educators to ensure they provide a safe and welcoming environment for
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their students. A study that explores the early school experiences of LGBTQ youth is significant
in that it addresses an area of inclusion that has not received adequate attention in teacher
preparation programs. As we think about teacher education, we must consider how we prepare
teachers to meet the needs of their diverse student population. Within this diverse student
population are vulnerable groups that include LGBTQ youth, students who come from low
income families, non-native English speakers, and students with disabilities to name a few. It is
also important to point out that when students have multiple marginalized identities, it is
necessary to learn best practices in order to meet their needs. When marginalized students feel
unsafe or unwelcome in their classroom or school, they can be at risk for emotional/behavior
disorders, attempted suicide, depression, phobias, etc. (Ream, 2019; Rivers, Gonzalez, Nodin,
Peel, & Tyler, 2018). Through this study, I hope to influence teacher education and policy as a
means to support making a change towards full inclusion of all diverse student populations,
including those from the LGBTQ community.
Sadowski (2016) provides historical background regarding what it means to be a “safe”
school. This helps to provide a better foundation for teachers and school leaders as to why
creating an LGBTQ-inclusive learning environment is so important. Sadowski (2016) argues that
providing a “safe” space is not good enough for LGBTQ students. Schools should celebrate
diversity and be inviting of varying perspectives and experiences. Sadowski (2016) also
mentions the negative experiences that many LGBTQ students experience on a daily basis in
schools, highlighting the need for schools to affirm LGBTQ students and support an environment
that is respectful of their identities. Although progress regarding inclusion of LGBTQ students
has been made in recent years, there is still more work that needs to be done. LGBTQ students
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attempt suicide at an alarming rate (Ream, 2019; Rivers et al. 2018), and schools need to become
a space where these students can feel supported and cared for by their peers and teachers.
In addition, LGBTQ issues continue to make headlines and front-page stories in the
news. A local news headline recently told of the Pasco County, Florida school board being
pressed by angry parents for their transgender student policy. Concerned parents argued that
students have to change in the locker room of their gender assigned at birth. This policy is not
inclusive of transgender students as they do not identify with their sex assigned at birth. Another
headline tells the heartbreaking story of the devastating passing of 8th-grader Lawrence (Larry)
King. He was shot, execution style, during a lesson in class by a peer. Some believed his death
was his own fault as he “was trying to flaunt his sexuality to get attention” (Atler, 2017, p.
277). Due to religious differences and conservative views, the school fired a teacher who
supported Larry and advocated for his wrongful death and did not allow a tree to be planted in
his memory. LGBTQ youth in America are reporting extremely hostile environments in school
(Bishop & Atlas, 2015; Blackburn & Pasco, 2015; Sadowski, 2016). The heteronormative and
hostile environments LGBTQ youth have to live through each day are damaging and can lead to
harm or worse, even death (Ream, 2019; Rivers et al., 2018).
According to The National Alliance of Mental Illness (NAMI, 2020), a recent survey
conducted describing LGBTQ youth in schools included the following points that are important
to consider:
1. Less than half of LGBTQ respondents were out to an adult at school, with youth
much less likely to disclose their gender identity than sexual orientation
2. 2 in 3 LGBTQ youth reported that someone tried to convince them to change their
sexual orientation or gender identity
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3. 71% of LGBTQ youth in our study reported discrimination due to either their sexual
orientation or gender identity
4. 58% of transgender and non-binary youth reported being discouraged from using a
bathroom that corresponds to their gender identity
5. 76% of LGBTQ youth felt that the recent political climate impacted their mental
health or sense of self. (slide 13)
This most recent data shared continues to reflect data that has been compiled year after year
regarding the experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools.
HRC LGBTQ Youth Report 2018
In 2017, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) conducted a survey of LGBTQ youth in
schools and recently released a report to share the major findings from that research. The HRC
LGBTQ Youth Report 2018 includes responses from over 12,000 youth ages 13-17 who identify
as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and/or queer (HRC, 2018). At least 4,000 of the
respondents identified themselves as transgender or nonbinary, and over 9,000 of the respondents
identified as white. “Fifteen percent of respondents self-identified as having a physical, learning,
or mental disability” (HRC, 2018, p. 23). From these responses, all 50 states and the District of
Columbia are represented. In partnership with the University of Connecticut, HRC created a
150+ question survey to assess multiple factors and experiences of LGBTQ youth. According to
HRC (2018),
•

73% of LGBTQ youth have experienced verbal threats because of their actual or
perceived LGBTQ identity

•

70% have been bullied as a result of their sexual orientation

•

95% of LGBTQ youth reported trouble sleeping at night
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•

Only 13 states have passed non-discrimination laws and state-wide regulations to protect
LGBTQ youth from issues in schools

•

Only 27% of LGBTQ youth can fully be themselves in schools

•

Only 13% of LGBTQ youth reported hearing positive messages about being LGBTQ in
their school

•

Only 26% of LGBTQ youth reported that they feel comfortable or safe in the classroom
While these findings support the limited research that currently exists on the topic, it also

sheds light on the negativity and hostility that is experienced in schools by most LGBTQ youth.
According to HRC (2018), LGBTQ youth are not only experiencing extremely high levels of
stress, anxiety and rejection, but also overwhelmingly feel unsafe at schools. Many respondents
also shared that having a supportive family and a safe and welcoming school environment were a
crucial part of their own success and physical/mental health (HRC, 2018).
GLSEN Climate Survey 2017
For over 25 years, GLSEN has made it their mission to ensure all schools are safe and
affirming places for all students, including LGBTQ youth (Kosciw et al., 2018). Beginning in
1999, GLSEN realized they knew little about the school experiences of LGBTQ youth. It was
then that the National School Climate Survey was launched to better understand “unique
challenges LGBTQ students face” and to identify “interventions that can improve school
climate” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xvii). The multi-question survey examines the experiences of
LGBTQ youth in schools in relation to multiple factors. These factors are depicted in the figure
below.
In addition to the above areas of focus, GLSEN also examined how characteristics of a
hostile school climate impact an LGBTQ youth’s academic achievement, educational aspirations,
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and psychological well-being (Kosciw et al., 2018). Over 23,000 students between the ages of 13
and 21 participated in the most recent National School Climate Survey. Similar to HRC (2018),
participants from this study represent all 50 states.

Figure 1. Factors Impacting the Experiences of LGBTQ Youth in Schools (Kosciw et al., 2018)
According to Kosciw et al. (2018),
About two thirds of the sample (67.5%) was White, a third (34.1%) was cisgender
female, and 4 in 10 identified as gay or lesbian (41.6%) The average age of students in
the sample was 15.6 years and they were in grades 6-12, with the largest numbers in
grades 9, 10, and 11. (p. xviii)
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Key findings from both HRC (2108) and Kosciw et al. (2018) will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 2.
Statement of Problem
Despite recommendations from multiple LGBTQ-inclusive organizations including
GLSEN, American Educational Research Association (AERA), and HRC, most LGBTQ youth
report negative experiences in schools. These experiences include negative remarks made by
peers and school personnel; being victimized, harassed, or even bullied; and discriminatory
school and district policies (GLSEN, 2019; Kosciw et al., 2018). We must equip teachers with
the necessary resources to create inclusive learning environments for all students. The current
study adds to the limited literature focused on the early school experiences of LGBTQ youth and
understandings about how teachers and other school personnel can support their inclusion.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the experiences of LGBTQ youth regarding
inclusion during their early school experiences to better equip educators and policy-makers at all
levels with information to assist in providing safe and equitable learning environments for
LGBTQ youth to succeed. The intent of this study was to uncover the ways schools may
marginalize or be inclusive of LGBTQ youth by examining school experiences with a particular
focus at the elementary level.
Research Questions
This study was guided by the following research questions:
RQ1: How do LGBTQ youth describe their early school experiences related to inclusion?
RQ2: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with current policies and practices in their
school districts with regard to LGBTQ students?
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RQ3: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth?
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study is built upon the central underpinnings of queer
theory. According to Zacko-Smith and Smith (2010), “As a theoretical paradigm, Queer theory
asserts that sexual ‘identity [is] neither fixed nor unitary, but multiple and shifting’” (p. 5). It
“calls on educators to understand and promote sexual orientation and gender as concepts that are
flexible and flowing, and not static and fixed. It also serves to eliminate labels and the
stigmatization that results from labeling” (Zacko-Smith & Smith, 2010, p. 7). Queer theory
provides educators with a way to change their perception of LGBTQ youth from being an
“other” while promoting tolerance and helps to transform classrooms and schools (Zacko-Smith
& Smith, 2010). According to Meyer (2007),
Queer theory is an important extension of critical pedagogy, social constructionism,
postmodern feminism, and liberatory/ emancipatory education, and it calls ‘on educators
to question and reformulate [using] a queer pedagogical lens: (1) how they teach and
reinforce gendered practices in schools, (2) how they support traditional notions of
heterosexuality, and (3) how they present culturally specific information in the
classroom.’ (as cited in Zacko-Smith & Smith, 2010, p. 79)
It challenges educators to go beyond traditional understandings of gender, identity, and sexuality
by deconstructing the categories and to take a journey with their students (Zacko-Smith & Smith,
2010).
Education has always been central to LGBTQ and queer studies (Bower, 2017; Mayo
2007). Mayo (2007) reviews queer theory in education and suggests that the earliest research on
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LGBTQ issues in school “worked to show the difficulties that LGBT learners and educators
faced; more recent research focuses on the resilience and resistance within the LGBT
communities as they negotiate and reshape education institutions” (Bower, 2017, p. 36). Mayo
(2007) goes on to suggest that queer theory expands on this research by working “to centralize
the constant need for critical attention to the processes of subjectification, whereby particular
meanings of identity come to form potentially limiting understandings of identities, practices,
and communities” (p. 81). Queer theory provides a lens for examining the normalizing
discourses regarding gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, and others that can limit the lives of
diverse learners (Bower, 2017). Mayo (2007) explains that queering something is a way to
challenge traditional understandings by “deconstructing the categories, the binaries, and
language that supports them” (p. 255). It offers researchers an opportunity to ask new questions
and to view existing ideas in nuanced ways by disrupting the normalcy of education (Mayo,
2017). Research also suggests that queer theory can support the finding of non-normative
identities that can exist in educational settings (Bower, 2017; Mayo, 2007). Queer theory is a
way to see how heteronormativity and other normalizing discourses are created and can be
challenged or interrupted in classrooms (Bower, 2017).
Bower (2017) highlights the three tenets of queer theory as explained by Patrick Dilley:
1. Examination of lives and experiences of those considered non-heterosexual
2. Juxtaposition of those lives/ experiences with lives/ experiences considered “normal”
3. Examination of how/ why those lives and experiences are considered outside of the norm.
(p. 37)
With these tenets in mind, queer theory acts “as a form of inquiry and a framework for
understanding multiple kinds of educational phenomena and experiences, [and] is currently
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experiencing a kind of renaissance in the field of education” (Bower, 2017, p. 37). The use of a
queer theory framework can aid in disrupting the norm and looking at a particular subject from a
different perspective. Similar to a prism, queer theory can act as a way to see things that were not
able to be seen before.
Atkinson and DePalma (2009) suggest that queer research and pedagogical work in
elementary schools can support new discourses that do not just counter oppressive
educational discourses around sexuality, but rather bring to our attention moments when
new kinds of discourses around sexuality or gender are created and reinscribed, in ways
that disorganize what is assumed to be true about sexual and gender binaries. (Bower,
2017, p. 37)
A major misunderstanding of queer theory is that it is the same as gay and lesbian
studies. Queer theory pushes beyond just acceptance and tolerance and asks educators to “take a
more active stance when defining realities that surround sexuality, sexual orientation and gender
for the students in their classrooms” (Zacko-Smith & Smith, 2010, p. 78). This will help
educators to create spaces that are equitable and safe where all students can learn.
Logan, Watson, Hood and Lasswell (2016) use queer theory to support the notion that
elementary educators should create an environment where LGBTQ themes are explored through
literature. The researchers believe it is important to promote and support gender and sexual
diversity in elementary classrooms and the way they believe it can be done is through the careful
consideration of curriculum materials (Logan et al., 2016). These materials should explore
LGBTQ differences and highlight how young students can learn about diversity. Through
document analysis, the researchers sought to answer the following research question: “What
existing theories, practices, and evidence are available in the literature that would provide
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elementary educators support to use LGBTQ-themed children’s literature in academic space?”
Included in this research is an analysis of the teaching materials and documents used in the
classroom to teach multicultural themes, and ways to welcome families and the surrounding
community into the learning process.
Gunckel (2009) critiques curriculum materials that only define diversity in terms of
ethnicity. The author’s goal is to open readers’ minds to rethink diversity education. Through the
current curriculum resources being used in schools, oftentimes some students are left out of the
curriculum and are therefore marginalized. Gunkel’s aim is to interrupt heteronormative thinking
in education to be more open and welcoming of all learners. It also provides insight into the
elimination of homophobia, discrimination, and marginalization of LGBTQ students. By
applying queer theory to existing heteronormative and heterosexualized education, Gunckel
(2009) hopes to promote a more democratic and equitable experience for all students.
In conclusion, the safety and well-being of LGBTQ youth in schools has been studied as
demonstrated by previous research findings shared.
Current Political Climate
In the midst of this study, two LGBTQ related political decisions impacting LGBTQ
people living in the United States were made. The first pronouncement, on June 12, 2020,
eliminated an Obama-era regulation in health care that protected transgender patients from
discrimination with regard to medical support (Cole, 2020). It came during LGBTQ Pride month
and also on the fourth anniversary of the Pulse Nightclub Shooting, where 49 people were killed
and 53 others were wounded inside an LGBTQ club in Orlando, Florida. This decision is
important to note as it directly impacts trans people, specifically in this case, trans youth, from
receiving medical care solely based on the fact that they identify as transgender.
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In a landmark decision from the Supreme Court just days later, the justices ruled that,
“federal anti-bias law covers millions of gay, lesbian, and transgender workers” (Biskupic, 2020,
para. 1). According to Biskupic (2020), “An individual's homosexuality or transgender status is
not relevant to employment decisions. That's because it is impossible to discriminate against a
person for being homosexual or transgender without discriminating against that individual based
on sex” (para. 9). This ruling is especially important to this study because the implications are far
and wide for more visibility of LGBTQ people in schools. LGBTQ educators now have the
protection of Title VII against discrimination based on their LGBTQ identity. This can lead to
greater visibility of LGBTQ educators in schools, making it possible for LGBTQ youth to see
themselves reflected in their teachers at an earlier age. I think back to when I was a new teacher
and was dating my then boyfriend. I can recall the anxiety I had at first, not knowing if I would
experience discrimination related to my LGBTQ identity at work. I was careful about who I was
out to until I felt comfortable around them. Luckily, I experienced support and inclusion from
my teacher colleagues, administration, and the families I worked with at my school. Also
important are implications for LGBTQ teachers in areas of the United States known for more
conservative views and the possibility that this could keep them closeted even with this recent
Supreme Court ruling.
This recent Supreme Court ruling can also lead to more affirming schools for LGBTQ
youth. According to Collins (2020),
Eliminating the fear of losing one’s job may allow LGBTQ educators to be more willing
to sponsor a GSA, the establishment of which can be hugely important for LGBTQ
students, or to stand up to their administrations in certain cases involving proms and
yearbook photos (para. 22).
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In addition to this, the ruling can also mean that more school districts will take the steps
necessary for more LGBTQ inclusion. “This ruling could also mean that more and more school
districts will take the affirmative step of incorporating sexual orientation and gender identity into
the nondiscrimination portions of their official school district policies” (Collins, 2020, para. 23).
Including sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) in the zero tolerance LGBTQ inclusive
policy throughout districts would provide LGBTQ students more protection from the negative
experiences shared in this study. It is hopeful that LGBTQ youth would have the support of not
just faculty, but of their non-LGBTQ peers as well.
Definition of Terms
Queer theory provides a lens through which to examine the experiences of LGBTQ youth
in this study. An important thing to note is that with queer theory, concepts are flexible and fluid.
For the purposes of this study, however, I want to be clear in how I provide a foundational
understanding of the terms that may be explored in this study. The definitions listed below are
not meant to be fixed in meaning. Rather, the intent is to provide a foundation regarding terms
used in this research. The definitions used throughout were developed by LGBTQ-inclusive
organizations (GLSEN, 2014; HRC, 2019).

Ally: A member of the majority or dominant group who works to end oppression by recognizing
their own privilege and supporting or advocating for the oppressed population. For example, a
straight cisgender person who supports and stands up for the equality of LGBT people (GLSEN,
2014).
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Bisexual: A person who is emotionally and/or physically attracted to two genders. For example,
a person attracted to some male-identified people and some female-identified people (GLSEN,
2014).

Cisgender: A person whose gender identity and expression are aligned with the gender they were
assigned at birth (GLSEN, 2014).

Closeted: An LGBTQ person who has not disclosed their sexual orientation or gender identity
(HRC, 2019).

Dyke: A derogatory term directed at a person perceived as a lesbian. It is oftentimes used against
women who are gender nonconforming, with the assumption being that their gender
nonconformity implies a sexual attraction to women. Some lesbians (of all gender expressions)
have reclaimed the term and use it as an affirming label with which to identify (GLSEN, 2014).

Fag/faggot: A derogatory term directed at a person perceived as a gay man. It is oftentimes used
against men who are gender nonconforming, with the assumption being that their gender
nonconformity implies a sexual attraction to men. Some gay men (of all gender expressions)
have reclaimed the term and use it as an affirming label with which to identify (GLSEN, 2014).

Gay: A term that describes a person who is emotionally and/or physically attracted to some
members of the same gender. “Gay” often refers to a male-identified person who is emotionally
and/or physically attracted to some other males. “Gay” should not be used as an umbrella term to
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refer to all lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people; the term “LGBT” is more accurate and
inclusive (GLSEN, 2014).

Gender expression: External appearance of one’s gender identity, usually expressed through
behavior, clothing, haircut, or voice, and which may or may not conform to socially defined
behaviors and characteristics typically associated with being either masculine or feminine (HRC,
2019).

Gender identity: One’s innermost concept of self as male, female, a blend of both, or neither –
how individuals perceive themselves and what they call themselves. One’s gender identity can be
the same or different from their sex assigned at birth (HRC, 2019).

Gender nonconforming: A person who has a gender identity and/or gender expression that does
not conform to the gender they were assigned at birth. People who identify as “gender
nonconforming” or “gender variant” may or may not also identify as “transgender” (GLSEN,
2014).

Genderqueer: A person who has a gender identity and/or gender expression that does not
conform to the gender they were assigned at birth. People who identify as “genderqueer” may or
may not also identify as “transgender” (GLSEN, 2014).

Heteronormativity: The promotion of heterosexuality as the preferred or “normal” sexual
orientation.
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Homophobia: The fear and hatred of or discomfort with people who are attracted to members of
the same sex (HRC, 2019).

Homosexual: A person who is emotionally and/or physically attracted to some members of the
same gender. Many people prefer the terms “lesbian” or “gay” instead (GLSEN, 2014).

Lesbian: A person who is female-identified and who is emotionally and/or physically attracted to
some other females (GLSEN, 2014).

LGBT or LGBTQ: An umbrella term referring to people who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual
and/or transgender. Sometimes the acronym is written as LGBTQ, with the “Q” referring to
those who identify as queer and/or questioning. The acronym can also include additional letters,
in reference to other identities that do not conform to dominant societal norms around sexual
orientation and gender identity and expression (GLSEN, 2014).

Outing: Exposing someone’s lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender identity to others without their
permission. Outing someone can have serious repercussions on employment, economic stability,
personal safety, or religious or family situations (HRC, 2019).

Queer: An umbrella term used to describe a sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender
expression that does not conform to dominant societal norms. While it is used as a neutral, or
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even a positive, term among many LGBT people today, historically “queer” was used as a
derogatory slur (GLSEN, 2014).

Questioning: A person who is in the process of understanding and exploring what their sexual
orientation and/or gender identity and gender expression might be (GLSEN, 2014).

Sexual orientation: An inherent or immutable, enduring emotional, romantic, or sexual attraction
to other people (HRC, 2019).

Stereotype: A preconceived notion about a specific group of people (HRC, 2019).

Straight or heterosexual: A person who is emotionally and/or physically attracted to some
members of another gender (specifically, a male-identified person who is attracted to some
females or a female identified person who is attracted to some males) (GLSEN, 2014).

Transgender: A person whose gender identity and/or expression are not aligned with the gender
they were assigned at birth. “Transgender” is often used as an umbrella term encompassing a
large number of identities related to gender nonconformity (GLSEN, 2014).
Role of Researcher/ Positionality
It is important to be transparent about my positionality and interest in this area of
research. As mentioned, I am a self-identified gay man as well as a former elementary school
teacher. I work closely with elementary preservice and in-service teachers supporting the
supervision of various field experiences. I am a member of the LGBTQ community, making me
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an insider in this marginalized population. For these reasons and from my own experiences
growing up “gay,” I chose to focus my research on the elementary school level. In addition, I
wanted to explore the often negative experiences most LGBTQ youth experience in hopes that
this research may impact some policies in local school districts. I believe all school districts
should have LGBTQ-inclusive policies as well as offer professional development to support
more inclusive practices. I also believe these practices should be taught to preservice teachers
during their preparation program to support more inclusive learning environments for all students
in school.
Overview of Study
In this arts-based study, the experiences of LGBTQ youth regarding inclusion during
their early schooling were explored. My hope has been to uncover the ways schools may
marginalize or be inclusive of LGBTQ youth by examining student experiences with a particular
focus at the elementary level. Through the use of digital collages, individual interviews, and
focus groups, data were collected focused on the experiences of LGBTQ youth in local schools.
From these sources of data, participant-voiced poems were created to convey the experiences of
LGBTQ youth.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
For nearly 20 years, GLSEN’s National School Climate Survey has provided a window
into LGBTQ youth experience in our schools. In recent years, we have drawn strength
from consistent evidence of progress. This latest report, the first based on data collected
during the Trump presidency, is reason to pause, take a breath, and assess the challenges
ahead. (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xiii)
State of Research on Issues Facing LGBTQ Students in Education
The above statement made by Eliza Byard, Executive Director of GLSEN, came in
response to the disturbing national climate results from the 2017 survey. As educators,
researchers, and policy makers, it is important to understand the need to focus attention on
LGBTQ research for the future of LGBTQ youth in the United States.
Research on the issues facing LGBTQ people has been conducted for many years. Graves
(2015) provides a historical context to LGBTQ education research spanning back to the start of
the 20th century. In the 1970s, research in this area focused on the gay rights movement. By the
late 1980s, the focus shifted to the rights of LGBTQ educators as they were attacked under
sodomy laws and criminalized for being gay. Landmark cases including Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent Community School District in 1969, Nabozny v. Podlesny in 1996, Oncale v.
Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc. in 1998, and Davis v. Monroe County Board of Education in
1999 all brought LGBTQ rights to the forefront of news headlines. The 21st century brought
about a focus on the fight for LGBTQ youth and their identities. Cases including Lawrence v.
Texas in 2003, and McMillen v. Itawamba County School District in 2010 can be seen as playing
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a pivotal role in moving the fight for LGBTQ rights forward into the 21st century (Graves, 2015;
Mayo, 2014). However, there has been some pushback when it comes to advancing LGBTQ
research in the field of education. For example, from 1997 through 2007, only a mere 39 articles
were published that highlighted LGBTQ pedagogy, perspectives, or curriculum (Graves, 2015).
But this changed in 2007.
Although National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) determined
in 2007 that LGBTQ issues were not worthy of attention in teacher preparation programs,
scholars hardly missed a beat. In the next four years, education researchers produced 19
publications addressing LGBTQ themes, all underscoring the point that how we teach matters.
Graves (2015) explains,
As it pertains to LGBTQ research as a whole, grassroots organizing like that seen during
the Stonewall Riots, the Briggs Initiative, and other pro-LGBTQ demonstrations have
proven successful in impacting change. At a time when LGBTQ people are fighting for
their rights in the U.S., this research is vital for the safety and future of our LGBTQ
youth. (p. 34)
Research on LGBTQ issues in education can be difficult as it is seen as an emerging area of
research, gaining its beginning in the 1990s.
Researchers confront many challenges in developing a research agenda that addresses
LGBTQ issues, clearly defining and framing educational issues that affect the LGBTQ
community, securing funding to conduct research in this area, collecting the data, and
ultimately publishing the research in media that will reach both the scholarly and policy
communities. (Wimberly, 2015a, p. 219)
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There is limited education research with representative samples of LGBTQ students (Wimberly,
2015d) and many are quantitative. Wimberly (2015d) discusses several large-scale data sets that
overview LGBTQ student experiences in schools. The research data highlighted focuses on two
types of data: student and school level data, and general US population data (household level).
The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (ADD Health), is the largest and most
comprehensive survey data available for LGBTQ adolescents (Wimberly, 2015d). The National
School Climate Survey conducted since 1999 by GLSEN, is used to gather information about the
experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools (grades 6-12) in the United States. This survey remains
one of the only that examines LGBTQ student experiences in schools nationwide (Wimberly,
2015d).
When conducting the search for literature to include in this study, it was important to
begin by searching the databases of pro-LGBTQ organizations including HRC and GLSEN for
relevant large-scale data sets conducted with LGBTQ youth. From this search, two LGBTQ
reports were used: the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) LGBTQ Youth Report 2018 and the
Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network (GLSEN) Climate Survey 2017. The following
provides a detailed summary of the findings from these two large-scale data sets.
Hostile School Climates
Schools across the country are negative and hostile environments for an alarming number
of LGBTQ youth (HRC, 2018; Kosciw et al., 2018). Because of the prevalence of anti-LGBTQ
language and victimization by peers, many LGBTQ students avoid school activities or are absent
from school altogether. Reflecting on my own experiences in school, I remember hearing the
words “that’s so gay” or “you’re gay” spoken by peers as early as the fourth or fifth grade. I
remember one time in early high school when older guys made fun of the one openly gay student
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in my grade level. They spoke horribly about him behind his back during a chorus class and then,
to his face, would tease him about being “too girly.” They would call him “sissy” and “gay boy”
while mocking him to one another. When considering safety for LGBTQ students “59.5% of
LGBTQ students felt unsafe at school because of their sexual orientation, 44.6% because of their
gender expression, and 35% because of their gender” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xviii). HRC (2018)
echoes this statistic reporting “Only 26% of LGBTQ youth report that they always feel safe in
the classroom” (p. 8). These statistics continue to emphasize why it is vital to improve the
experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools.
Anti-LGBTQ Remarks as School. It is not uncommon for LGBTQ students to hear
negative things said about their gender identity or gender expression. “Almost all of LGBTQ
students (98.5%) heard ‘gay’ used in a negative way (e.g. ‘that’s so gay’) at school; 70% heard
these remarks often or frequently, and 91.8% reported that they felt distressed because of this
language” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xviii). According to HRC (2018), one student reported “I
overhear anti-LGBTQ slurs on the bus every single day” (p. 10). When nearly all LGBTQ
students are hearing these derogatory words used, it can support the hostility they experience in
schools and make it more of a challenge to be successful in school.
Abuse/Victimization/Harassment and Assault at School. On a similar note, “The vast
majority of LGBTQ students (87.3%) experienced harassment or assault based on personal
characteristics, including sexual orientation, gender expression, gender, religion, actual or
perceived race and ethnicity, and actual or perceived disability” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xix).
Similarly, HRC (2018) reported that 73% of LGBTQ youth have experienced verbal threats
because of their LGBTQ identity… 43% have been bullied on school property in the past 12
months” (p. 10). Additionally, those who were victimized or harassed, did not report having
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supportive members of staff to help with these troubling situations. It is unfortunate that the
research shows that “60.4% of the students who did report an incident said that school staff did
nothing in response or told the students to ignore it” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xix). This
emphasizes a need for teachers and staff to take action when they hear or see these types of
incidents to protect the well-being of their LGBTQ students.
Discriminatory School Policies and Practices. As for district policies to support
LGBTQ youth in schools, “Most LGBTQ students (62.2%) reported experiencing LGBTQrelated discriminatory policies or practices at school” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xix). In particular,
some policies even targeted specific groups of LGBTQ students, namely transgender and gendernonconforming student populations (Kosciw et al., 2018). According to HRC (2018), only 19
states have anti-bullying laws to protect LGBTQ youth from being bullied because of their
sexual orientation or gender identity. One student even shared their experience regarding
discrimination on the basis of their sexual identity explaining, “At school, I have been bullied
and called slurs by other students. When I asked the principal to help my situation, he laughed at
me and told me I was overreacting” (HRC, 2018, p. 9). The same student went on to share how
the lack of supportive teachers caused a sense of distrust at school.
I’ve also had teachers look me in the eyes and tell me that do not support same-sex
marriage and transgender people, so I find it extremely hard to trust the adults at my
school because they more than likely share the same opinions. (HRC, 2018, p. 9)
Each of these indicators can add to the negative experiences for LGBTQ youth in
schools. According to Kosciw et al. (2018), a hostile school climate can have a major impact on
the academic success and mental health of LGBTQ youth. Students who experience
victimization and discrimination in schools have, “worse educational outcomes and poorer
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psychological well-being” (p. xx). Without supportive policies in place across the nation, schools
remain a hostile place for LGBTQ youth, making them vulnerable to discrimination, harassment,
and victimization (HRC, 2018; Kosciw et al.,2018).
LGBTQ-Related School Resources and Supports
Kosciw et al. (2018) agree that students who feel safe and supported in schools have a
more positive schooling experience and therefore have better educational outcomes. Schools that
provide LGBTQ-related supports have a positive impact on the schooling and academic
experiences of LGBTQ youth. However, many schools do not provide these critical resources
(HRC, 2018; Kosciw et al., 2018).
GSA (Gay-Straight Alliances/Gender and Sexuality Alliances). According to
GLSEN’s 2017 National School Climate Survey, students who had a GSA in their school were
less likely to hear the word “gay” used in a negative way or to hear homophobic words including
“fag” and “dyke” compared to schools without a GSA. Additionally, LGBTQ youth in schools
with a GSA also were less likely to hear negative remarks about gender expression and
transgender people and were less likely to miss school because of concerns for their own safety
(HRC, 2018; Kosciw et al., 2018). Students in schools that had a GSA also “reported a greater
number of supportive school staff and more accepting peers [and] felt greater belonging to their
school community” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xxii). According to HRC (2018), roughly three in
five students had access to a GSA or similar type of support group. Those LGBTQ youth who
attend schools with a GSA have reported having a more positive experience in schools (HRC,
2018).
Inclusive Curricular Resources. Regarding the availability of inclusive curricular
resources, “Only 19.8% of LGBTQ students were taught positive representations about LGBTQ
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people, history, or events in their schools; 18.4% had been taught negative content about
LGBTQ topics” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xxii). McGarry (2013) asserts, “Most middle and high
school students report that they’ve never been taught anything positive about LGBTQ people,
history, or events” (p.28). HRC (2018) reports that one student mentioned learning about the
LGBTQ community once or twice, but only in the context of HIV/AIDS. Furthermore, less than
half of students, about 41%, shared that they could locate LGBTQ-related resources in their
school library. One response given to HRC (2018) included, “At my school. LGBTQ topics
aren’t really discussed. Ever. I wish they were but they’re usually avoided” (p. 8).
When considering how an LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum impacts a school and the
experience for LGBTQ students in particular, Kosciw et al. (2018) found that LGBTQ students
who experienced such curricula were:
o

Less likely to hear the word “gay” used in a negative way

o

Less likely to hear homophobic remarks including “fag” or “dyke”

o

Less likely to hear negative remarks about transgender people and gender
expression

o

Less likely to feel unsafe at school because of their sexual orientation. (p. xxi)

Positive impacts of an LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum included lower levels of
victimization, better attendance as a result of feeling safe, and higher academic performance, all
resulting in feeling a greater sense of belonging to their school community (Kosciw et al., 2018).
These students also shared how their peers seemed to be more accepting of LGBTQ people as
well. All of these are a result of utilizing inclusive curricular resources.
Supportive Educators. Supportive staff can often be the only people to show
understanding and acceptance of LGBTQ youth. “Almost all LGBTQ students (96.7%) could
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identify at least one staff member supportive of LGBTQ students at their school” (Kosciw et al.,
2018, p. xxiii). Unfortunately, less than two thirds of students were able to identify six members
of their staff who support LGBTQ students. And furthermore, “only 38.8% of students could
identify 11 or more supportive staff” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xxiii).
One of the most important things we as educators can do for all students is to show them
how to be open and accepting of diversity. When LGBTQ youth had many (11 or more)
supportive staff, they were less likely to feel unsafe at school because of their sexual orientation
and gender expression and were less likely to miss school, resulting in higher GPAs (3.3 vs 3.0),
higher graduation rates, and a greater sense of belonging to their school community (Kosciw et
al., 2018). HRC (2018) also found that when supportive staff were present, LGBTQ youth
described school as safe, affirming, and welcoming. The implications described here are an
indication of the importance of this support and furthermore of this study.
Inclusive and Supportive School Policies. When it comes to inclusive school policies
“Only 12.6% of students reported that their school had a comprehensive policy (i.e. one that
specifically enumerates both sexual orientation and gender identity/expression)” (Kosciw et al.,
2018, p. xxiii). Furthermore, “Only 10.6% of LGBTQ students reported that their school or
district had official policies or guidelines to support transgender or gender nonconforming
students” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xxiii).
LGBTQ students in schools with a comprehensive anti-bullying/harassment policy were
less likely to hear the word “gay” used in a negative way, less likely to hear homophobic words
including “fag” or “dyke” used to negatively describe their gender expression, experienced less
anti-LGBTQ victimization, and experienced higher staff intervention if these were to take place
(Kosciw et al., 2018). According to HRC (2018), there are currently 13 states and the District of
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Columbia that enforce non-discrimination laws regulations throughout the state to protect
LGBTQ students from being treated unfairly. This includes being denied access to facilities,
school clubs, extracurricular activities, etc. (HRC, 2018). In addition, HRC (2018) includes the
recommendation for school leaders to “establish clear and inclusive policies to support LGBTQ
youth” (p.19) to ensure a safe environment for them to learn.
Changes in School Climate for LGBTQ Students Over Time
Data on the topic of LGBTQ school experiences have been examined since the early
2000s. Both the HRC and GLSEN have surveyed youth in high school to learn more about what
they experience through quantitative measures. This data is helpful in looking at how
experiences might change over time.
Changes in Indicators of Hostile School Climate. When examining the data from 2001
to 2017, it is clear that schools continue to remain a hostile environment for LGBTQ youth
(Kosciw et al., 2018). According to the 2017 National Climate Survey, “that’s so gay” remains
the most commonly used form of anti-LGBTQ language heard by LGBTQ youth and there was a
slight increase in its reporting from 2015 to 2017. Additionally, there was a steady increase in
negative comments made about transgender people from 2013 to 2017 (Kosciw et al., 2018).
What may be most surprising from the data was an upward trend from 2013 to 2017 in the
number of reports of staff making negative comments about gender expression. According to
HRC (2018), one transgender student shared, “I feel that school has never been a safe space for
me to be me. I don’t want my parents to hear that I am transgender” (p.13). In a letter included in
the GLSEN 2017 National Climate Survey, Eliza Byard, Executive Director of GLSEN, shared,
The progress of the last decade—the result of robust partnerships and concerted action in
support of youth health and safety—has slowed...we must continue to push for LGBTQ-
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affirming and inclusive curriculum and policies, and for educators willing and prepared
to support and affirm LGBTQ students…There is continuing evidence that LGBT youth
in schools with GSAs fare far better than their peers in terms of their mental health, and
students involved with them are highly engaged in changing the world for the better.
(Kosciw et al., 2018, p.xiii)
GLSEN Snapshot of Florida. In January 2019, Equality Florida, the state’s largest
organization focused on ending discrimination for LGBTQ people and advocating for equality
measures to be put in place to protect LGBTQ people, published an article regarding a nondiscriminatory executive order issued by newly appointed Governor Ron DeSantis. In this
executive order, Governor DeSantis excludes LGBTQ protections altogether. “With Executive
Order 1910, DeSantis has reaffirmed existing protections but fumbled the opportunity to take a
clear stand that discrimination in any form will not be acceptable during his administration”
(Equality Florida, 2019). This goes to show that the problems LGBTQ youth are experiencing in
schools can and will continue to occur if we do not have non-discriminatory policies in place to
support their acceptance and safety in other aspects of their lives. This adds to the growing
concerns for LGBTQ youth in Florida schools and a need to better support them.
Included in the results from the 2017 GLSEN Climate Survey is an individual snapshot of
each state (GLSEN, 2019). This snapshot assists in exposing the negative aspects of school that
LGBTQ youth must endure. Upon examination of Florida’s snapshot, GLSEN (2019) highlights
the following facts, unique to the state. These include hearing anti-lgbtq remarks from students,
anti-lgbtq harassment & assault, anti-lgbtq discrimination, and availability of lgbtq-related
resources & supports. The figures below highlight these areas and provide additional details on
the experiences of LGBTQ youth in Florida schools.
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Figure 2. Hearing Anti-LGBTQ Remarks from Students in Florida Schools (GLSEN, 2017).
The data points to the majority of LGBTQ students in Florida regularly hearing antiLGBTQ remarks. Included in these responses were reports of school staff being the ones making
the homophobic comments (23%) or negative remarks regarding someone’s gender expression
(42%) (GLSEN, 2019, p.1).

Figure 3. Anti-LGBTQ Harassment & Assault in Florida Schools (GLSEN, 2017).
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Secondly, as many as 74% of LGBTQ students in Florida experienced anti-LGBTQ
victimization at school, including verbal and physical harassment and abuse as a result of their
sexual orientation, gender expression, or gender. “Most never reported the incident to school
staff (59%). Only 25% of students who reported incidents said it resulted in effective staff
intervention” (GLSEN, 2019, p.1). This has major implications for the safety of LGBTQ
students in schools.

Figure 4. Anti-LGBTQ Discrimination in Florida Schools (GLSEN, 2017).
The third alarming area of data focuses on discriminatory policies in schools. According
to GLSEN (2019), “Many LGBTQ students in Florida reported discriminatory policies or
practices at their school. About 2 in 3 students (65%) experienced at least one form of antiLGBTQ discrimination at school during the past year” (p.1). Of particular concern is the inability
for LGBTQ students to show public displays of affection (PDA). How often can you recall
walking the halls of your high school and seeing boyfriends and girlfriends holding hands,
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sharing an embrace, or even dropping each other off class, but not before giving a kiss to their
partner? However, one-third of LGBTQ students (33%) in Florida were disciplined for doing just
that, all while their non-LGBTQ peers escaped such censure (GLSEN, 2019). To make things
even more challenging for LGBTQ students in Florida schools “approximately 1 in 3 LGBTQ
students (31%), and 1 in 2 transgender students (58%) were prevented from using their chosen
name or pronouns in school” (GLSEN, 2019, p.1). The emotional and psychological impacts of
denying a student their identity and the use of the pronouns with which they most closely
identify are severe. Such actions by school personnel convey the message that students’ feelings
are not valued and that they are not welcomed to be who they truly are.
Furthermore, LGBTQ students in Florida were also challenged when trying to use the
restroom. One in 3 LGBTQ students (31%) and 2 in 3 transgender students (63%) were unable to
use the restroom that aligned with their gender identity (GLSEN, 2019). Additional negative
experiences came in the form of discriminatory policies for Florida’s LGBTQ students. These
included not being able to wear LGBTQ-inclusive apparel, not being permitted to attend school
events with a same-gender date, being denied access to extracurricular activities and sports based
on their LGBTQ identity, and the list goes on (GLSEN, 2019).
When considering LGBTQ inclusive resources available in Florida’s schools, many
LGBTQ students did not have access to in-school resources and supports.
Fewer than 1 in 10 (8%) attended a school with a comprehensive antibullying/harassment policy that included specific protections based on sexual orientation
and gender identity/expression. Fewer than 1 in 10 (8%) had a policy or official
guidelines to support transgender or gender nonconforming (trans/GNC) students.
(GLSEN, 2019, p. 2)
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Figure 5. Availability of LGBTQ-Related Resources & Supports in Florida Schools (GLSEN,
2017).
Additionally, a small percentage (33%) reported that their schools had a somewhat
supportive administration, while fewer than 60% of LGBTQ students reported they could not
identify 6 or more supportive school staff. Along similar lines, only about 18% were taught
positive representations of LGBTQ people or history, or experienced LGBTQ-inclusive
curriculum (GLSEN, 2019).
As activists fighting for LGBTQ equity, Mikulec and Miller (2017) assert that although
results from GLSEN’s National Climate Survey have shown some improvement for LGBTQ
youth in schools over the past twenty years, schools continue to be unsafe for LGBTQ students.
They also highlight the need for teachers to provide a safe and supportive learning environment
for all students, regardless of whether they are LGBTQ or not.
In addition to the large-scale data sets and state snapshot data described, AERA recently
published a collection of articles titled, LGBTQ Issues in Education: Advancing a Research
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Agenda (2015). This source was used as a support to provide direction for this study as it
included multiple recommendations for how to use large-scale data sets in LGBTQ education,
challenges to conducting research on LGBTQ issues in education, and recommendations for
further research. All of these points were considered when designing this study.
As for the journal articles collected to inform this study, it was important to consider
research conducted with LGBTQ youth about their experiences in school. A search through the
university database was conducted with the following inclusionary criterion:
•

Search terms: LGBTQ youth, education, schools, experiences

•

Scholarly or peer- reviewed articles

•

Date published: 2010- Present

•

Full text
Another source of support was gathered through a search for dissertations completed

within the last ten years on the topic of LGBTQ research in education. Through that search, ten
dissertations were collected and reviewed for similarities in structure, topic, and sources used for
support of the research. Lastly, while working through the research process, I also attended
multiple LGBTQ research conferences to keep current on the latest in LGBTQ research in
education. These conferences included 2018 Jacksonville LGBTQ Education Summit, The
Stonewall National Museum 2019 Symposium on LGBTQ Youth, and The All Together Now
Conference 2019. From these sources, LGBTQ research to date has clustered around broad
themes including heteronormativity in schools (Bishop & Atlas, 2013; Crisp, 2011; Knaier,
2017; Kosciw et al., 2018; Ryan, 2016; Watson & Russell, 2015), negative experiences in
schools (Campos, 2017; Earnshaw, Bogart, Poteat, Reisner, & Schuster, 2016; Kull et al., 2016;
Rivers et al., 2018), anti-discrimination laws/policies (Day, Ioverno & Russell, 2019; Kull,
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Kosciw & Greytak, 2015; Wimberly, Wilkinson, & Pearson, 2015), and LGBTQ inclusive
education (Cruz & Bailey, 2017; Greytak, Kosciw, & Boesen, 2013; McGarry, 2013; Poteat, et
al., 2017) A review of the literature on these themes is presented below.
Heteronormativity in Schools
It is the responsibility of schools and the members of the school community to provide a
safe and inclusive learning environment for ALL students. Crisp (2011) describes the
heteronormative environments created within schools and the need for a change:
American classrooms and schools are habitually heteronormative mechanisms that
perpetuate hierarchies of power and privilege for those who ‘fit’ culturally privileged and
established norms while simultaneously marginalizing children and families that are
already disenfranchised and cast as deviant by mainstream society. (Crisp, 2011, p. 151)
“Heteronormativity effectively eliminates those who do not, cannot, or refuse to embody or ‘take
on’ these labels” (Crisp, 2011, p. 154), and that includes members of the LGBTQ community.
LGBTQ students often have a difficult time finding their place in these heteronormative
classrooms and often feel marginalized, harassed, bullied, and unwelcome. “Many forms of bias
can be found in school curriculum, but the most basic form is the complete or relative exclusion
of individuals who represent certain groups, including LGBT people” (McGarry, 2013, p. 31).
The LGBTQ population remains the “invisible minority” in schools and these students are in
need of support and inclusion by teachers and administration.
According to Crisp (2011), “schools are training grounds that reflect the ways in which a
particular society wants itself to be viewed: What is represented and taught in schools reveals
what is (and is not) valued by society” (p. 155). Crisp (2011) presses for educators to make a
change toward LGBTQ inclusion, saying, “silence about children who are LGBTQ and
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curricular examples can perpetuate the notion that certain topics are taboo” (p. 163). Crisp
proposes LGBTQ topics be embedded as part of the daily curriculum with a focus on identity
that is woven throughout all aspects of the school.
Watson and Russell (2015) assert there are two main places where children learn
socialization: with their family and at school. These two institutions provide a large majority of
the social interactions children have each day. Research shows that LGBTQ parents are highly
engaged in the schooling of their children (Watson & Russell, 2015). Unfortunately for LGBTQ
families, schools and educators are not prepared to support their needs (Kosciw et al., 2018).
“Curricula operate from the presuppositions that all students are or should be heterosexual”
(Fisher, 2009, p. 68). Therefore, it is important to consider how teachers engage with LGBTQ
families and the impact this can have on how those families view the school system. In order to
provide visibility for LGBTQ families, teachers can utilize curricular materials that highlight
diverse families, create inclusive learning environments, and support LGBTQ families through
Gay-Straight Alliances (GSAs) or other social support networks (Bishop & Atlas, 2013; GLSEN,
2018). Bishop & Atlas (2013) conducted an online survey of 100+ elementary school
psychologists and found that although LGBTQ families were visible in schools, the learning
environments were not inclusive or inviting of LGBTQ families.
As teachers include LGBTQ issues in the school curriculum, students report less bullying
and a heightened sense of safety (Kosciw et al., 2018; Kull, Greytak, Kosciw, Villenas, 2016;
Poteat, Slaatten, & Breivik, 2019). Using the GLSEN 2011 National Climate Survey data set,
Kull et al. (2016) found that antibullying policies can improve LGBTQ youth experiences in
schools. In a similar study using different survey data from over 200 teachers, Poteat et al.
(2019) found that when teachers felt supported by their colleagues, they were more likely to
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report the use of homophobic language. But oftentimes, teachers have to work within a bounded
system whereby they do not have the full support of leadership. Therefore, teachers must begin
this work at the grassroots level within their individual contexts.
Highlighting the change in LGBTQ inclusion over a fourteen year period, Knaier (2017)
asserts that although progress has been made when comparing the 2001 GLSEN National School
Climate Survey to the same survey in 2013, the improvement “...may be due to increased
availability of LGBTQ-related school resources” (p. 12). Teacher preparation can play a major
role in how to continue the conversation on the topic of improving the experiences of LGBTQ
youth in schools. “Every student has the right to learn in a safe and supportive environment
regardless of race, ethnicity, creed, or sexual orientation” (Knaier, 2017, p. 13). To achieve this,
homophobia must be addressed by teachers. Emphasis is made on a need for teachers to share the
diversity of people of the world and celebrate the differences among all people in their teaching.
It is important to provide all students the opportunity to see themselves reflected in the
curriculum and that includes LGBTQ people (Knaier, 2017).
An additional aspect of heteronormativity in school that needs to be considered is that the
silencing of non-hetero ideas does not come solely from teachers and curriculum. Through a
multisite ethnography, Ryan (2016) found that “children also take up and perpetuate
heteronormative ideals in their own interactions both through explicitly anti-gay talk and by
silencing of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ)-inclusive perspectives”
(Ryan, 2016, p. 77). An example of this was demonstrated during an observation in a second
grade classroom where a male student approached multiple male/female student pairs and pushed
their heads together exclaiming, “You may kiss the bride!” The students reacted by giggling at
the boy’s behavior (Ryan, 2016). “This kind of game and its resulting humour are built on a
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foundation of shared knowledge and assumptions about sexuality and, more specifically, the
language, attractions, behaviours and religious rituals of heterosexuality” (Ryan, 2016, p. 77).
Because peer interactions can be a place where heteronormativity is perpetuated in school,
educators should include LGBTQ people and perspectives in curricula and messaging in schools.
Negative Experiences in Schools
LGBTQ youth are often targets of bullying, physical or verbal violence, and other
negative experiences in schools across the country. “According to one survey by GLSEN (Gay,
Lesbian & Straight Education Network), nearly 90% of LGBT youth report being bullied”
(Campos, 2017, p. 288). Types of bullying can range from verbal to physical or even social, with
most (92.3%) reporting the use of verbal bullying to harm them (Earnshaw et al., 2016).
Therefore, it is clear that these experiences are having a negative impact on LGBTQ students’
education (Earnshaw et al., 2016; Kull et al., 2016; Ream, 2019; Rivers et al., 2018). Using data
collected during the GLSEN 2011 National Climate Survey, Earnshaw et al. (2016) found that
bullying undermines the mental, behavioral, and physical well-being of LGBT youth and can
lead to lasting consequences through adulthood. The researchers share their recommendations for
pediatricians regarding the effects of bullying on LGBTQ youth. In a study examining the impact
of suicide on LGBTQ people, Rivers et al. (2018) share similar findings. Through in-depth
interviews, the researchers found that LGBTQ people are more likely to attempt suicide when
compared to their heterosexual peers.
In an analysis of National Violent Death Reporting System (NVDRS) data for all 12 to
29-year-olds who died by suicide in NVDRS participating states (n=2,209), Ream (2019) shares,
“Almost one quarter (24%) of 12- to 14-year-olds who died by suicide were LGBT” (p.602).
Additionally, “The LGBT versus non-LGBT suicide disparity is greatest at younger ages, and
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each LGBT subgroup has its own specific risk profile for suicide” (Ream, 2019, p. 602). This
further supports the need for more safe and supportive environments for LGBTQ youth
beginning in elementary schools.
Anti-Discrimination Laws/Policies
It is important to understand how many young students identify as LGBTQ. According to
a study conducted by Shields, Cohen, Glassman, Whitaker, Franks, & Bertolini (2013), 3.8% of
middle school students identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual while 1.3% of middle school students
identify as transgender. These findings came from data aggregated from the 2011 Youth Risk
Behavior Survey (YRBS) in San Francisco Unified School District middle schools (Shields et
al., 2013). The findings also support the notion that it is important for us to know the size of the
LGBTQ youth population and that the lack of reliable data historically can limit the capacity for
policymakers and teacher educators to address the needs of this group of students (Shields et al.,
2013).
Anti-bullying governance and policies that provide more comprehensive protections for
students—those that specifically prohibit bullying based upon personal characteristics,
including sexual orientation and gender identity/expression, require professional
development for staff on how to prevent and intervene in student bullying, and stipulate
district accountability for documenting bullying incidents—may be more effective in
protecting students than those without such provisions. (Kull et al., 2015, p.13)
As discussed, LGBTQ youth have reported negative experiences in school and that can
have a strong impact on their academic achievement. Two indicators of success in schools are
student achievement and educational attainment (Wimberly, Wilkinson, & Pearson, 2015).
Unfortunately, the negative experiences they report are sometimes due to a lack of attachment to
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their school, teachers, and peers. Students who are bullied and victimized by their peers become
unattached and do not participate in school-related activities. These challenges have implications
for an LGBTQ student’s school achievement. According to Wimberly et al. (2015), when it
comes to grade point average, “LGBTQ students in a highly supportive environment have higher
GPAs than LGBTQ students in less supportive environments” (p. 124). LGBTQ students whose
environment is supportive through a GSA, educators who are LGBTQ inclusive, and schools
with LGBTQ-Inclusive curricula and anti-bullying policies (Bishop & Atlas, 2013; Kull et al.,
2016; Poteat et al., 2019), attend school more often and have higher GPAs (Kosciw et al.,
2018). Research suggests that when students find something in their schooling that is their
passion and in which they excel, “their sexual orientation appears to be a tangential characteristic
that is outweighed by their academic achievements, athletic skills, or racial and ethnic identity
(Wimberly et al., 2015, p. 127).
Day, Ioverno and Russell (2019) assert that inclusive school policies based on Sexual
Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) support LGBTQ youth and are associated with a more
supportive, safe school climate. Using data collected on the 2013-2015 California Healthy Kids
Survey (n=113,148), “SOGI-focused policies were associated with more positive experiences
and perceptions of school climate for LGB youth and, to a lesser extent, transgender youth” (Day
et. al, 2019, p.29). Students completed a survey of their experiences in schools and the results
were matched with principal reports of school policies for LGBTQ youth.
LGBTQ-inclusive Education
This study was conducted in Florida. In June 2015, the United States Supreme Court
passed the historic ruling making marriage equality a right of citizens nationwide. Not too long
before that time, “A Miami Herald and St. Petersburg Times poll reported that 65% of Floridians
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opposed same-sex marriage, with the greatest level of opposition (72%) emanating from the
Tampa Bay area” (Cruz & Bailey, 2017, p. 296). There is hope, however, in the fight to integrate
LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum in schools. The Fair, Accurate, Inclusive, and Respectful (FAIR)
Education Act was signed into law in California on January 1, 2012, making it the first state to
require the teaching of LGBT history in schools (Burdge, Snapp, Laub, Russell & Moody, 2013).
This law updated the California Education Code to, “require the inclusion of age-appropriate,
factual, and relevant information about the roles and contributions of LGBT Americans into
history and social studies instruction” (Burdge et al, 2013, p. 9). In late August 2019, the
governor of Illinois signed new similar legislation into law making it the fourth state to require
public schools to teach LGBTQ history following Colorado and New Jersey (Leins, 2019). Leins
(2019) explains, however,
Despite this new wave of efforts to integrate LGBT content into the classroom, six
states–Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina and Texas–still have
laws prohibiting the "promotion of homosexuality." These laws, also known as “no
promo homo laws,” prohibit schools from teaching lesbian, gay or bisexual people or
topics in a positive light in health or sexual education classes. (p. 6)
As a result, many teachers and schools have had to make decisions within that are responsive to
student needs. There are multiple ways teachers and school personnel can support visibility and
positive experiences for LGBTQ youth in schools. Campos (2017) details three practices that
promote a safe learning environment for LGBTQ youth:
1. Honor LGBTQ Youth Rights
2. Use Correct Terminology and Avoid Damaging Myths
3. Support LGBTQ Students
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Many LGBTQ students experience negative school environments growing up and are not
reflected in the school curriculum. McGarry (2013) asserts, “Most middle and high school
students report that they’ve never been taught anything positive about LGBTQ people, history,
or events” (p.28). Teachers have the ability to change this for students. Page (2016) highlights
how one English Language Arts (ELA) teacher provided a safe and inclusive learning
environment for students through the use of critical pedagogy. Approximately 45 minute
interviews were held with 22 students in a class. Using ethnographic methods of participantobservation, Page (2016) found that one way to be supportive was to use “...a layered
pedagogical approach built upon dialogue and empowerment, with the goal of providing her
students a critical and inclusive educational experience” (p. 137).
“Inclusive curriculum and the affirmation of LGBTQ+ identities are key components that
support students and their education” (Alter in Cruz & Bailey, 2017, p. 277). In schools with
conservative views, “Social [studies] educators can challenge such negative attitudes and beliefs
by exposing students to narratives of injustice in the context of human rights, and helping
students develop positive relationships with gender and sexual minorities” (Atler in Cruz &
Bailey, 2017, p. 277). Teachers have a duty to their students to provide a safe and welcoming
learning environment for all, and that includes LGBTQ students. “Many forms of bias can be
found in school curriculum, but the most basic form is the complete or relative exclusion of
individuals who represent certain groups, including LGBT people” (McGarry, 2013, p. 31).
Teachers must make decisions about how they integrate LGBTQ content into their teaching and
how they work to keep all students safe in their classrooms (Cruz & Bailey, 2017).
Practices that promote equality and inclusiveness include: integrating LGBTQ people,
events, and issues into the school curriculum, specifically in the social studies content area;
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developing classroom rules that allow differences of opinion in a productive manner; utilizing
teaching materials set forth by LGBTQ-supportive organizations including Teaching Tolerance
and The Human Rights Campaign; and treating LGBTQ families with respect (Campos, 2017).
Although society has slowly become more inclusive over the last 20 years, there is still much
teachers and schools can do to help support and be inclusive of LGBTQ youth in schools.
In order to establish an LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum, Cruz and Bailey (2017)
recommend the use of queer theory and queer pedagogy. These offer some useful methods and
strategies for elementary teachers to consider. Therefore, “Elementary educators … have an
especially important role to play in promoting tolerance and fostering acceptance” (Cruz &
Bailey, 2017, p. 299-300). Some progress has been made in Hillsborough County, which is the
largest school district in the Tampa Bay area, with the creation of gender-inclusive policies to
support trans students. However, “a county mandate to include LGBTQ+ content in education
curricula remains lacking and the decision to include such lessons is at the discretion of
individual teachers” (Cruz & Bailey, 2017, p. 301). And while many teachers are comfortable
working with LGBTQ students, the same cannot be said for their comfort in teaching LGBTQ
content and addressing issues of homophobia and bullying in their classrooms.
In their 2013 study, Greytak, Kosciw, and Boesen explored the availability and
effectiveness of LGBTQ-related resources-GSA’s, supportive educators, LGBTQ-inclusive
curricula, and anti-bullying policies for LGBTQ students. Specifically, they focused on how
these resources supported a national sample of transgender youth as compared to their LGB
cisgender peers. Other than anti-bullying policies, LGBTQ-related resources (including- GSA’s,
supportive educators, and LGBTQ-inclusive curricula) all provided benefits to both trans and
cisgender students alike (Greytak et. al, 2013). Findings from this study suggest that GSA’s are
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supportive of all students, but more beneficial to transgender students than their cisgender peers.
Similarly, Poteat Sinclair, DiGiovanni, Koenig, and Russell (2012) examine the effects of GSA’s
among 15,965 students in grades 7-12 (ages 14-17) in 45 Wisconsin schools. Compiled in a
county wide survey, findings indicate that schools with GSA’s provide positive support to
LGBTQ students in schools and contribute to overall youth health (Poteat et al., 2012).
Poteat et al. (2017) highlight the importance of creating safe spaces in a GSA. “Outside
the immediate classroom setting, efforts within other school spaces also can shape school
climate, address inequality, and affect student performance” (Poteat et al., 2017, p. 508). GSA’s
promote social inclusion for LGBTQ youth through education, advocacy, and access to supports.
In a review of literature on GSA’s and other student groups that promote well-being for LGBTQ
youth, Poteat et al. (2017) recommend that research be conducted utilizing multiple data sources
emphasizing how these groups run. Secondly, they emphasize the need to focus on the
intersecting identities of youth participants and what conditions are necessary to create a safe
space where meetings can be successful for members (Poteat et al., 2017). Providing an inclusive
environment where all students feel safe and welcomed should be the top priority of all teachers
and school personnel.
Conducting Research with Youth Participants
There have been recent qualitative studies conducted with youth participants that explore
their experiences (Ayala & Zaal, 2016; Burdge et al., 2013; Coolhart & Brown, 2017; Fisher,
2009; Fletcher Cox, Scannell, Heykoop, Tobin-Gurley & Peek, 2016; Furman, Singh, Wilson,
D’Alessandro, & Miller, 2019; Schelbe, Chanmugam, Moses, Saltzburg, Rankin Williams, &
Letendre, 2014; Snapp, Burdge, Licona, Moody & Russell, 2015; Wargo, 2015). Barriage (2018)
emphasized the importance of including youth in research:
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In contemporary society, children lack control over many aspects of their day-to-day
lives, and so deserve to be given a voice in research on topics that concern them in
someway. Allowing children to voice their perspectives on issues of importance to them
is one step towards rectifying this issue, as is incorporating their voices into the practice
of professionals working in service to these populations (p. 2).
Schelbe et al. (2014) highlights how research often excludes youth participants. Some of
the barriers to research with youth include legal status and protection, developmental capacities,
power differentials, and restrictions to access. In a study of six researchers who work closely
with varying populations of vulnerable youth (children in the welfare system, youth in domestic
violence shelters, youth diagnosed with mental illness, youth identifying as LGBTQ, migrant
youth, etc.), solutions were developed as a way to support future qualitative researchers with
vulnerable youth populations (Schelbe et al., 2014). These include:
1. To gain access to participants, it is helpful to locate a local agency/community partner to
provide a space for the research to take place and a sample to pull from (Shelbe et al.,
2014).
2. “It is critical to identify key individuals who are enthusiastic about the project and have
access to youth” (Shelbe et al., 2014, p. 511). This point of contact can help build trust
with participants and their families. Without this, gaining access to children and
collecting data can make the research process very difficult, if not impossible.
3. Power is another aspect to keep in mind as children may associate the researcher with
their institution of power (Shelbe et al., 2014).
4. Researcher positionality is another area to consider. When working with LGBTQ youth,
for example, Shelbe et al. (2014) share that when the researcher is transparent about his
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own sexual or gender minority identity, it can help participants feel a connection to him
and may invite more of a willingness to participate.
5. As for compensation, Shelbe et al. (2014) highlights how compensation that is
appropriate for adults (i.e. gift cards, cash, etc.), could be viewed as coercive for youth. It
is important to discuss suggested compensation with other stakeholders involved in the
research (i.e. the local organization/agency). In similar studies involving youth, Burdge
et al. (2013) and Snapp et al. (2015) both provided $15 gift cards to their high school
participants as an incentive. Fisher (2009) provided $25 gift cards to a national retail
store upon completion of a 30-35 minute interview.
The experiences of students are often excluded from the literature on LGBTQ inclusive
curriculum (Snapp, Burdge, Licona, Moody & Russell, 2015). In a study of 26 California high
school students who participate in GSA’s, students were asked to share their experiences with
inclusive curriculum (Snapp et al. 2015). Focus groups were used as a method for students to
share their views on the topic, specifically one that focused on LGBTQ content. Snapp et al.
(2105) highlights,
A series of 8–10 open-ended questions were asked to the focus group participants. Focus
group questions were designed to address the study aims and focused on students’
experiences of LGBTQ curriculum in schools and the impact of LGBTQ-inclusive
curriculum on their lives. (p. 252-253)
The stories shared by youth in the study highlight the need for much improvement to make
schools safe, inclusive, and supportive spaces for all students. Fisher (2009) shares perspectives
from gay and bisexual male youth regarding abstinence until marriage taught through sexuality
education. Through semi-structured interviews with eight male participants ages 18-24, Fisher
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(2009) explored the negative perspectives of students regarding curriculum. Furthermore, Fisher
(2009) shares that for many students, gay people were rarely discussed in schools, if ever.
In an attempt to provide a voice to youth on the impact of LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum,
Burdge et. al (2013) found that, “Students believe that LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum has the
potential to improve the safety, engagement, learning, academic achievement, self-esteem, and
success in school and beyond” (p.2). Through the use of focus groups, a total of 26 high school
participants further explained that if there was LGBTQ curriculum being taught, it happened
rarely and in isolated situations rather than throughout the school curriculum (Burdge et al.,
2013). They also shared when they thought LGBTQ inclusive education could have been
included, but instead was avoided. The avoidance of LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum can send a
message to students that LGBTQ history is not important which can lead to further victimization
for LGBTQ youth in schools (Burdge et. al, 2013).
Furman et al. (2019) explore community-based participatory action research with
nonbinary youth. Through arts-based methods, some challenges arose during the research
process. When working with youth from this population, it is important to consider the
following: “Art can be a powerful medium for self-expression beyond the bounds of one’s body
or the categories thrust upon individuals by society” (Furman et al., 2019, p.2). According to
Furman et al. (2019) there is limited research involving LGBTQ youth that includes creative
processes used to explore experiences with difficult subject matter like bullying or harassment.
Similarly, Fletcher et al. (2016) worked with youth ages 13-22 using arts-based methods aimed
at learning about their experiences as it pertains to disasters. The researchers worked with
community organizations for recruitment of participants and held workshop style meetings for
data collection. The goal of each workshop was to explore youths’ recovery experiences and to
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consider how they had contributed, or wanted to contribute, to ongoing recovery efforts in their
community” (Fletcher et al., 2016, p.150). Participants used art to tell their stories and focus
groups and interviews were used as a means to share participant experiences.
Ayala and Zaal (2016) explored the use of art as a way for participants to communicate
with the understanding that, “Actions can travel visually, viscerally, and verbally with the
potential to influence individuals, communities, and policies” (p.1). Nineteen high school youth
participated in the study and were invited to use the arts as a way to communicate their thinking
through methods including poetry writing and video footage. Key findings include, “Whether the
arts are performing, visual or lyrical, they offer participatory researchers an analytic lens, a way
of processing the emotive and embodied knowledge of the group, and a mechanism of
transmission – making research findings accessible to wider audiences” (p.10).
Using the case study approach, Wargo (2015) used digital photography when working
with youth participants as a way to express their own self-image. Semi-structured interviews
were then used to explore responses to the research questions and to learn more about the youths’
experiences (Wargo, 2015). Coolhart and Brown (2017) explored the experiences of LGBTQ
youth living in shelters through the use of in-depth qualitative interviews and a grounded theory
approach. Findings suggest the need for shelters to be transformed into safe spaces for LGBTQ
youth. These recent studies all add to the literature base and provide recommendations for
conducting arts-based research methods with youth participants.
Conclusion
This study of LGBTQ youth sought to expand the knowledge of previous studies in a
variety of ways. First, participants reflected on their early school experiences, an area of research
that has not had much focus. Much of the research on this topic highlights experiences in high
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school; little research examines early experiences for LGBTQ youth in schools (Wimberly,
2015a). Furthermore, “Most research focusing on pre-K through sixth grade does not use the
student as the unit of analysis” (Wimberly, 2015a). The methods chosen for this study allowed
participants to include both positive and negative experiences in school, whereas most prior
studies only highlight the negative experiences of LGBTQ youth (Wimberly, 2015a). This
qualitative approach varies from much of the previous quantitative work that asks questions like,
“How often do you hear the word “gay” used in a negative way (such as “That’s so gay” or
“You’re so gay”) in school? (GLSEN, 2017). Finally, this study utilized poetic data analysis in
an attempt to highlight participant-voiced poems, summarizing the participant’s experiences
using their authentic word choice.
“One of the most significant outcomes of the research on LGBTQ issues is the increased
visibility it has brought to LGBTQ people and the concerns of the LGBTQ education
community” (Wimberly, 2015b, p.239). Students spanning from elementary to college
classrooms report being bullied, taunted, made fun of, and victimized, for their identity.
Wimberly recommends studies move beyond that of LGBTQ school climate and safety issues
and focus more on student achievement, teacher preparation, and experiences (2015b). LGBTQ
issues regarding intersectionality are also of heightened interest. This includes race, ethnicity,
and social class to name a few (Wimberly, 2015b). Wimberly (2015b) notes that LGBTQ youth
are not monolithic, they are a broad, diverse group of people with their own unique needs that
should be researched to better understand.
Most of the data available on this topic has been conducted through two, large-scale
surveys (HRC, 2018; GLSEN 2017). Limited empirical research on the topic is focused on early
school experiences of LGBTQ youth (Wimberly, 2015a). Major themes that have been
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highlighted in the research on the topic include heteronormative school environments, negative
experiences in schools, anti-discrimination laws/policies and LGBTQ-inclusive education. These
themes have all pointed to the need to examine and understand the experiences of LGBTQ youth
at an early age. Within the community of LGBTQ students, there are many smaller divisions of
students such as students with disabilities, students of color, and homeless students, among
others. There has been some attention in the literature to each of these subgroups of students.
Wimberly (2015d) highlights the need for further research regarding the diversity of LGBTQ
youth including intersectionality-how LGBTQ youth experiences in school may be impacted by
race, class, gender, disability, etc.
The focus of this study is on students between the ages of 13-17 who identify as LGBTQ.
Queer theory provides a lens for viewing the research from a different perspective and helps to
inform this study. An important thing to note is that most of the previous studies on the topic
have been focused on the high school level (Day, Ioverno & Russell, 2019; Fletcher et al., 2016;
Poteat et al., 2012; Poteat et al., 2013). While some studies have begun the process of examining
teachers’ experiences at the elementary level, the experiences of youth at this early age have not
been explored, leaving a gap in the literature. There is a need to understand how LGBTQ youth
make meaning of their experiences during their early school years in hopes to support more
positive learning environments for all students. This research addresses the gap in the literature,
offering a glimpse into the early school experiences of LGBTQ youth with regard to inclusion
and marginalization.
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Chapter 3: Methods
This chapter highlights the methodology that was used in this study. In this chapter, the
research design is described, including the participants, data collection methods, and data
analysis process. This study utilized a qualitative design taking the form of arts-based work,
focus groups, and semi-structured interviews with youth who self-identify as members of the
LGBTQ community. This format was selected to provide participants a space to articulate their
own experiences in school as well as their experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create safe spaces for LGBTQ students. By
sharing in this process with my participants, the arts-based methods allowed for my participants
to be creative while sharing insightful details about the experiences they have had in school as
LGBTQ youth. In most cases, the art was a catalyst for conversation during our meetings and
was used to support participants’ experiences and reflections. As defined previously, the term
LGBTQ stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer/questioning. Unfortunately,
there is not one universal term that captures everyone. For the purposes of this research, LGBTQ
is used to describe said population.
It is important to conduct research on the experiences of LGBTQ youth in school.
“Changes in family structures and dynamics have led to an increased relevance and awareness of
LGBTQ issues in schools or educational contexts” (Wimberly, 2015c, p. 1). For this reason,
LGBTQ issues are now at the forefront of our nation’s schools. With an increase in visibility of
LGBTQ people in education (whether it be students, teachers, or within the curriculum itself),
we must change how we think about how to best support their needs. Over the past 20 years,
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there has been an increase in the research conducted on the topic of LGBTQ people in schools.
However, much of this research has been limited to small communities, resulting in large gaps of
knowledge about LGBTQ youth in schools (Wimberly, 2015c). It is my hope that by learning
about the experiences of my participants, stakeholders can see that there is still much to do to
support the inclusion of LGBTQ youth in schools. As such, there are three research questions
that guided this study:
RQ1: How do LGBTQ youth describe their early school experiences related to inclusion?
RQ2: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with current policies and practices in their
school districts with regard to LGBTQ students?
RQ3: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth?
As a result of my experiences and the focus of this study, the study consisted of artsbased methods, semi-structured interviews, and focus group interviews. The semi-structured
interviews allowed for organic conversations to occur where the knowledge of this topic was coconstructed as my participants and I built the concepts together. Through an interpretive
perspective, the focus of this specific arts-based study was to gain a deeper understanding of the
experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools with the practices, policies, and resources available for
LGBTQ inclusion. Participant-voiced, narrative poems were constructed as part of the data
analysis process. The narrative poems came from the authentic words of the participants through
the transcriptions of all interviews and focus groups. They were used as a tool to communicate
the experiences of my participants to build meaning from their reflections on their past.
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Arts-based Research for Social Justice
Arts-based research (ABR) was chosen for this study because it provided a method for
participants to share their experiences through art as well as their own words. There is a popular
saying that a picture is worth a thousand words. In the case of this research, the participants’ art
represent the picture and the poems created by the researcher from transcripts of interviews and
focus groups represent the words. According to Leavy (2014), “visual imagery does not
represent a window onto the world, but rather a created perspective” (p. 225). For this study, the
visual arts-based work can be seen as an activity similar to journaling. As Leavy (2014) explains,
Visual imagery is created and the point of production is inextricably bound to the art,
visual art inherently opens up multiple meanings that are determined not only by the artist
but the viewer and the context of viewing (both the immediate circumstance and the
larger sociohistorical context) (p. 225).
When thinking about this research specifically, it is important to note that visual art on
this topic can evoke different kinds of emotional reactions from people, which makes it the
perfect choice for the methodology of this study. Leavy (2014) shared “Although produced by
amateurs, the visual art produced by research participants can still be quite powerful with respect
to conveying emotion and the multiple meanings articulated via the art” (p. 232).
Arts-based methods are also used in research with social justice efforts (Leavy, 2014).
The use of visual art in social research may also depict how social life really is for a
marginalized group, in this case LGBTQ youth. Through art, participants shared their reflections
on experiences they had in school. The art created in this study served two purposes, both as data
and representing data. It was used as a source of data and also as a point of dialogue to discuss
during the focus groups and semi-structured interviews (Leavy, 2014).
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Arts-based research, as termed by Elliot Eisner, is guided by aesthetic features (OseiKofi, 2013). ABR encompasses a wide variety of artistic approaches to research including music,
poetry, narrative writing, photography, collage, readers’ theatre, and dance (Leavy, 2014; OseiKofi, 2013). This area of research can be defined in different ways depending on the philosophy
of methods. For this research study, ABR can be defined as,
an effort to explore the potentialities of an approach to representation that is rooted in
aesthetic considerations, and that, when it is at its best, culminates in the creation of
something close to a work of art (Barone & Eisner as cited in Osei-Kofi, 2013, p. 136).
The reason that I was first drawn to this methodology is how it recognizes the importance of the
co-construction of knowledge between researcher and participant (Osei-Kofi, 2013). It also
allows for the opportunity to make meaning from human experience, values the human
experience, and supports reflexivity throughout the research. In addition, ABR provides a space
for critical dialogue and reflective thinking on behalf of both researcher and participant. OseiKofi (2013) adds,
Speaking to this potential, Finley (2008) describes arts-based inquiry as: uniquely
positioned … for radical, ethical, and revolutionary research that is futuristic, socially
responsible, and useful in addressing social inequities … [Finley goes on to argue that
through the] integration of multiple methodologies used in the arts with … participative,
action-oriented, and politically situated perspectives for human inquiry, arts-based
inquiry has the potential to facilitate critical race, indigenous, queer, feminist, and border
theories and research methodologies (p. 71).
As an educator with an interest in social justice, I feel this approach to research was the best fit to
provide the medium with which my participants were able to share their lived experiences. Osei-
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Kofi shared “ABR has the potential to facilitate creative, imaginative, anti-oppressive,
participatory, and action-oriented approaches to examining a range of issues related to social and
economic justice” (2013, p. 148). Accordingly, these were goals of this research study.
Similar to Mohr (2014), the purpose for using ABR in this study was to “utilize art as a
lens for seeing experiences of growth and understanding through the participants’ eyes” (p. 155).
The act of creating art was seen as a way to work through difficult experiences for members of a
marginalized population (LGBTQ youth). I was interested in understanding how the art was
created and the role of the arts in generating meaning from significant life events my participants
shared (Mohr, 2014). Being gay myself, I have had many significant life experiences as a result
of my LGBTQ identity (i.e., being closeted, coming out, being harassed for my gender
expression and identity, my first boyfriend, marriage, etc.). Involvement in the arts allowed for
my participants to express themselves nonverbally. By conducting semi-structured interviews
and focus groups after the creation of the art, I attempted to understand how experiences in
school were expressed within the work of each participant.
According to McNiff, “Arts based research involves a systematic production of artistic
creations as a means of understanding and examining experiences” (as cited in Mohr, 2014, p.
157). Furthermore, “Arts approaches to inquiry ‘allow previously silenced narratives to be
articulated’ and encourage people to reflect ‘about themselves, humanity, and the world’”
(Knight as cited in Mohr, 2014, p. 157). It was important that the art be a way for participants to
reflect on their experiences in schools and to recall memorable events in their education. Marston
(2019) highlights much of the arts-based research done within this space:
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Childhood researchers note the value of creative methodologies for attending to
ambivalent affects that can be difficult to articulate, such as bodily sensations, pleasures,
and feelings of oppression (p. 281).
Chilton and Scotti (2014) emphasize the use of arts-based methods with young participants.
“Arts-based research employs artistic forms and processes to discover and explore new
understandings within the research context” (Chilton & Scotti, 2015, p. 163). It can act as a way
to bring out new knowledge through artistic expression. Chilton and Scotti found that collage
was a way to intertwine multiple layers of knowledge and helped participants better convey their
meaning. According to Mayaba & Wood (2015), “When doing research with children, the
methods should be age appropriate and enable them to contribute their ideas in the research
process” (p. 1). This helped to support the collection of rich and relevant data during the study.
Through ABR, my participants had a medium to gain a voice in sharing their experiences
as LGBTQ youth in schools. It was also important to illuminate the qualities of my participants’
experiences as LGBTQ youth in schools, and therefore, ABR methods were chosen as an
appropriate framework for this study.
Context
An LGBTQ organization and community center that provides a variety of health services
for both LGBTQ and non-LGBTQ community members served as the recruitment site for the
study. This site serves a large Metropolitan area and provides services that include weekly social
group meetings for youth and seniors, mental health and other healthcare services including HIV
prevention, community events, educational activities, and other entertainment activities. Due to
Covid-19, however, plans for in-person meetings shifted to fully virtual sessions. As such,
sessions were held completely online.
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Participants
According to Wimberly (2015b), most research on LGBTQ youth is conducted through
recounting narratives of experiences from childhood. Little research has been done to examine
experiences of LGBTQ youth in elementary school. Two of the main factors of limitation for this
study include the current political climate and issues with Institutional Review Boards (IRBs).
Researchers often find it difficult to get approval to conduct research that address LGBTQ issues
for youth. Access to LGBTQ youth can also be problematic as many view this topic of research
as controversial for young participants (Wimberly, 2015a). Researchers may look to communitybased LGBTQ youth groups in lieu of students in school districts as many districts may have
their own set of approval hurdles to overcome. All of this was taken into consideration as this
study was planned. As such, participants were chosen in partnership with an LGBTQ community
organization. The partnership with this support system was instrumental in the ability to conduct
this research. With over 150 LGBTQ youth involved in their programs, I located participants
interested in this area of research through a contact at the organization. I chose each participant
based on availability and willingness to participate in the study and the criteria described below.
The inclusionary criteria for participants included being a member of the LGBTQ
community and a minimum age of 13 years old. Participants closest in age to 13 years old were
considered a priority as this was seen as a benefit when reflecting on past experiences in
elementary school. This study included a total of 3 participants. This was important to consider
as there was a large amount of data to collect and in order to provide all participants ample time
to be interviewed and participate in the focus group during each session. Additionally,
participation in previous LGBTQ youth programs at the organization was considered criteria for
inclusion. Only participants already involved in the organization were considered. It is important
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to note that due to Covid-19 and accessibility issues, it was challenging to recruit a larger sample
of possible participants. As a result, the students who shared their interest were the participants
included in this study. Issues of access and availability during Covid-19 were barriers that kept
others from being considered for this study.
Taylor (he/him). Taylor identifies as a 17 year old transgender male. He uses he/him
pronouns. Taylor lives with both parents, mother and father, and has 2 dogs and 3 cats. He is
bisexual and came out about a year ago to close family and one teacher. He has attended virtual
school since seventh grade and has a small group of online friends that he also recently came out
to. He has a passion for art and enjoys digital sketching and Anime among other things.
Alef (he/him). Alef identifies as a 15 year old transgender male. He uses he/him
pronouns. Alef lives with his adoptive mom, has 5 cats and goes to a local performing arts
school. He is bisexual and is out to his parents. Some extended family know of his trans identity,
but distant family does not. A small group of close friends know he is trans, but many at school
think he is cisgender. He has been attending an LGBTQ sleepaway summer camp the past few
summers and has a passion for music. During the study, he shared his struggles with mental
health related to his experiences growing up trans.
Mack (she/her). Mack identifies as a 17 year old gay female. She uses she/her pronouns.
She lives with her mom and sister and likes the guitar, art, and animals. During the study, she
shared her mental health struggles and that she also has a learning disability. She was
homeschooled during her 6th grade year due to family struggles and has attended a school
specifically for students with disabilities for middle school.
Each of the participants’ identities were important to learn more about as they related to
some of the experiences they had as LGBTQ youth in Florida schools.
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Sampling Procedures
Convenience sampling procedures were utilized in this study. I worked alongside a leader
of the organization who functioned as a gatekeeper to gain support in facilitating participant
recruitment. The gatekeeper supported the recruitment of participants following the inclusionary
criteria above and through review of attendance data from previous LGBTQ programming
offered at the site.
Informed Consent/Assent
I worked with my major professor and committee members for approval by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Informed consent and child assent procedures followed those
laid out by the IRB. The IRB approval letter (Appendix A) and the Informed Consent/Child
Assent Form (Appendix B) can be found in the appendices. For the selected participants used in
this study, a parent or guardian was asked to provide consent. Youth participants were also given
the opportunity to provide their assent to participate as they were all under the age of 18. Due to
Covid-19 and a shift to online research methods, the consent was made over the phone verbally.
The informed consent form included the purpose of the study, study procedures, benefits, risk,
compensation, privacy and confidentiality. In addition, participants were made aware that during
the semi-structured interviews and focus groups, they would be video recorded. Participants were
included in all three data collection methods (digital collage, interviews, focus groups). At the
beginning and end of each session, participants were provided resources through the organization
in terms of counseling/mental health support if they experienced any distress.
After obtaining permission to collect data from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), I
recruited potential participants from the local LGBTQ organization. The organization offers
current programming to LGBTQ youth in the community on a weekly basis where students ages
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13-18 engage in social interaction and other supports (such as mental health, social groups, and
healthcare services) from members of the community. Due to Covid-19, these meetings took
place through a virtual setting. This research was conducted using a sample from the youth that
attended the current programming, but was offered on a separate day/time from the current
programs. This allowed for the youth to continue attending programming they enjoyed while still
participating in the study.
It is important to note that this research study took place during the Covid-19 pandemic.
As a result, some of the planned methods were shifted to adhere to social distancing guidelines.
All of the originally planned face-to-face meetings for this study were delivered in a fully online
format via Zoom. Recruitment information and other study details were shared via online
formats as well.
Following the Covid-19 pandemic and the need to follow the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) guidelines, the decision was made to shift the entire study to an online
format. When determining which platform to use, I spoke with both IRB and the local
organization to get their thoughts. In conjunction with both groups, the decision was made to use
the Zoom platform for all sessions. Zoom is the platform that participants have been familiar
with because the organization shifted to Zoom when going completely online for their supports
and services. This was taken into consideration because the LGBTQ youth in the study would
have an easier time because of their familiarity with the platform. In addition to ease of use for
participants, Zoom also provides an option to record sessions. This was important in considering
an online platform so that there was a way to capture our discussions and use during the data
analysis process.
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After receiving approval from IRB to conduct this research study, I shared the
recruitment flyer with the gatekeeper at the organization to provide to current LGBTQ youth
programming participants. Because all participants were under the age of 18, it was crucial to
have parental consent to participate (Appendix B). In addition, participants were asked to
provide their own verbal informed assent prior to beginning the study (Appendix B). Prior to the
first session meeting, parents and participants were provided with an overview of the study
through messaging from the organization as well as the recruitment flyer. Interested participants
were invited to attend an online orientation meeting where details of the study were shared.
During this time, I went over the purpose of the study and other important study details included
in the informed consent. Prior to providing their approval, parents and participants were given
approximately a week to contact me with any questions. At this point, interested participants and
their parents were given the option to consent or assent over the phone. Once all participants and
their parents provided their consent/assent, we moved forward with the study.
Confidentiality
It was important to keep participant personal information and identifiers anonymous
during the study. I made it a point to assure confidentiality was adhered to as well as asked
participants to not share each other’s personal information following our meetings as a group.
However, some confidentiality limitations were beyond my control as participants were asked to
keep the shared stories of others within our meeting space. All work on this dissertation has been
kept secure on a password-protected computer with an additional layer of password protection
added through the storage application used. During the data collection, data analysis and
reporting of information, pseudonyms were used to ensure participant confidentiality. All data
for the study will be stored for 5 years.
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Data Collection
Prior to beginning the study, I worked for approximately a year building rapport with
LGBTQ supportive programs in the community. I attended local LGBTQ support meetings,
volunteered with LGBTQ advocacy groups, helped to plan LGBTQ fundraisers, networked with
state and local LGBTQ researchers and advocates, and shared my research agenda with local
stakeholders. I was also trained as a youth group facilitator and plan to stay involved in the
organization after the study.
The next step was to determine the agenda for each of the meetings with my participants.
I wanted to design a space where the youth felt safe to be themselves and share their stories and
experiences without fear of judgment during each session. It was my goal to make this a safe
space where my participants and I felt comfortable being ourselves and sharing our experiences
collectively. During each session, not only was there a balance of time to discuss art, but also a
space for each participant to share their experiences with the group during the focus group and
semi-structured interviews. Interestingly, once the sessions began, it became apparent that the
initial plan for data collection through focus groups and individual interviews would need to be
modified. In an online setting, it was difficult to navigate how to hold focus groups and
individual interviews with the youth participants. Therefore, the session meetings became more
of a combination of a focus group and individual interview all in one. During most one hour
sessions, we began with a focus group to share the art that was created based on the topic of the
previous session. This sharing and group discussion was followed by more individualized
sharing and further discussion.
Explorations of the following research questions took place during this study over the
course of eight sessions.
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RQ1: How do LGBTQ youth describe their early school experiences related to inclusion?
RQ2: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with current policies and practices in their
school districts with regard to LGBTQ students?
RQ3: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth?
Session 1. The goal of this first session was to set the stage for the research. The first
thing needed was to build rapport with the participants. Since the participants came from a pool
of youth already attending LGBTQ programming at the organization, they luckily already had
rapport with one another. I began the session by introducing myself, sharing some of my
background, identifying myself as a member of the LGBTQ community, and sharing the goals of
the research. We participated in multiple ice breaking activities meant to build rapport and to get
to know each other better with hopes of finding commonalities amongst participants. The session
ended with time to introduce the digital collage making process, overview of the subsequent
sessions, and inviting participants to consider additional materials that may be of interest in their
art making (i.e. photos, sketches, other digital materials, etc.).
Sessions 2 & 3. Each session had a focus to ensure all aspects of the research questions
were explored throughout the study. Session 2 began with a brief introduction (15 minutes) of
the meeting’s focus: In what ways do LGBTQ youth describe their early school experiences
related to inclusion? (RQ1) and overview of the GLSEN Florida Snapshot Data (Appendix E). It
was important for the participants to have a general understanding of what the research says
LGBTQ youth in Florida experience in school. This data was used as a starting off point for
participants to reflect on their own early school experiences. This sparked conversation about
participants’ experiences in schools and led to a focus group discussion on the topic.
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After our conversation went on for about 45 minutes, we then discussed the plan for
Session 3. For Session 3, participants were asked to create art that they would share with the
group. These digital collages were meant to portray early school experiences related to their
LGBTQ identity. During the beginning of Session 3, participants had the opportunity to share
their work from the previous session. Each student had about 10 minutes to share their art and
during the sharing, I used the interview protocol to guide our discussion. This 10-15 minute
interview provided a time for me to ask each participant about the art they created. A semistructured interview protocol was used to guide conversation (Appendix C). Following the
individual interviews, we engaged in a larger focus group interview for about 30 minutes. This
was a time when participants shared their work with one another and asked questions/made
connections between art and experience. A focus group protocol guided this discussion. The
focus group protocol can be found in Appendix D. The format of Sessions 2 and 3 were repeated
through Session 7.
Sessions 4 & 5. Session 4 began with a brief introduction (15 minutes) of the meeting’s
focus: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the current policies and practices in their
school district with regard to LGBTQ students? (RQ2) and overview of the current policies/
practices related to LGBTQ inclusion in participants’ school district. It was important for the
participants to have a general understanding of what the policies/practices were in their district as
they thought about how this related to their own experiences. This information was used as a
starting off point for participants to reflect on their own early school experiences. Participants
were once again given the opportunity to continue work on their digital collages from the
previous session to share during Session 5. Although it was no required, participants chose to
work on additional art based on conversations we had in between each session. These digital
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collages were meant to share early school experiences related to LGBTQ identity. I then
conducted a second semi-structured interview with each participant. This 10-15 minute interview
again provided a time for me to ask each participant about the art they created and dig deeper
into some of the experiences they had in school. The semi-structured interview protocol was
used to guide conversation. Following the individual interviews, we came together as a group to
engage in a focus group interview. This was a time when participants shared their work with one
another and asked questions/made connections between art and experience. The focus group
protocol can be found in Appendix D. This format was repeated again for Sessions 6 and 7.
Sessions 6 & 7. Session 6 began with a brief introduction (15 minutes) of the meeting’s
focus: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and resources
available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth? (RQ3) and
overview of the resources related to LGBTQ inclusion for elementary educators. It was
important for the participants to have a general understanding of what resources are available for
educators as they thought about how this related to their own experiences. Previous studies have
compiled lists of resources aligned to LGBTQ inclusion in the elementary setting (GLSEN,
2016; HRC, 2015; Knoblauch, 2017; Martino & Cumming-Potvin, 2016; Trostle Brand &
Maasch, 2017). These resources were chosen carefully as recommended by various pro-LGBTQ
organizations (GLSEN, HRC, Teaching Tolerance). Participants were asked to continue work on
their digital collages from the previous session. These digital collages were meant to share early
school experiences related to their LGBTQ identity. I then conducted another semi-structured
interview with each participant. This 10-15 minute interview provided a time for me to ask each
participant about the art they created from the previous session. The semi-structured interview
protocol was used to guide conversation (Appendix C). Following the individual interviews, we
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continued together as a group to have a third focus group interview. Again, this was a time when
participants shared their work with one another and asked questions/made connections between
art and experience. The focus group protocol can be found in Appendix D. Session 7 was an
opportunity for us to wrap up our discussions, provide a time to give final recommendations,
share advice to their younger selves, and discuss next steps for the study. This session was also
used for member checking as we discussed demographic information and other biographical type
information that was collected during the study.
Data Sources
There were three main data sources used in this study:
1. digital collage as a method, created by each participant over the course of the sessions
2. individual, semi-structured interview transcripts
3. focus group interview transcripts
These sessions allowed for me to include my own experiences and reflections on the topics of
discussion as I related to them. It was important for me to share my thoughts on these topics as I
worked to create a safe and welcoming space for the participants to share their own experiences.
During each of these meetings, participants had the opportunity to share aspects of their
experiences with the group.
Collage as a Method. Exploring the use of collage as a way to gather, analyze,
synthesize, and present information was chosen for this study as it was a way to “capture their
feelings and experiences at these different time markers” (Osei-Kofi, 2013, p. 143). During
Sessions 2-7, participants created digital art that represented experiences they have had related to
their LGBTQ identity. The digital collages acted as both a piece of data and a way to analyze
across the entirety of the study.
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Digital technology use has been found to be a successful way to engage participants in
the research process. Darewych, Carlton, & Farrugie (2015) utilized digital technology in art
therapy with adults with developmental disabilities. They found that using digital mediums
afforded participants the ability to interact more effectively with the materials. The digital
medium gave participants a voice and vision, was simple and mess-free, and provided a space for
meaningful reflection and conversations (Darewych et al., 2015). It was helpful because
“through the creative process, participants gained a sense of empowerment and utilized their
talents and imaginative thinking abilities” (Darewych et al., 2015, p. 100). In their study, Wang,
Kim, & Oh (2019) worked through collage art therapy with immigrant youth to analyze their
experiences. Collage “promotes participants’ spontaneity, self-expression, self-opening through
the process of selecting various art media and doing activities” (Wang et al, 2019, p. 116).
Participants developed their digital collages through their own forms of technology. Each
was encouraged to use a variety of sources when creating their collages that best represent their
experience and feelings related to their LGBTQ identity in school. This allowed for more
authentic representations of experience. The digital collage method was used to create a visual
representation of each participant’s experiences at that point in the study, but also to allow the
researcher to analyze across the entirety of the study to see how participants’ thoughts evolved
over time.
The digital collages were completed within Google Drive. Google Docs was reviewed for
ease of use and the ability to store the materials within my password protected account. During
each session, participants were invited to search the internet for images that conveyed the
experiences they have had in regards to their LGBTQ identity in schools. The images they
included were able to be arranged in any way they preferred. They were also able to add text
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boxes and the paint feature for other visual elements to their digital collage. It was interesting to
note that each of the youth participants opted to use the digital art making in a different way
based on their level of experience and comfort with technology. For example, one participant
preferred sketching with paper and pencil first and then used the camera function on her cell
phone to upload the files to the Google document. Another participant enjoyed photography, so
they used photos as one way to share their experience. The third participant had experience with
a digital drawing application and opted to use that program first to create comic-like visual
representations.
These digital collages were used during the study as a self-reflexive process functioning
as a place for my participants to reflect on their experiences over time, similar to writing journal
reflections. Participants were able to access the documents and add to their visuals on days when
we were not meeting, which was found useful and allowed for more time to think about the
subject of the art for that session. Similar to writing in a journal, each digital collage entry acted
as their journal entry for that particular session. By the end of the study, each participant added
multiple visual representations to their document to share with the group. These included poetry,
photography, hand drawings, and digital sketches.
Individual Semi-Structured Interviews. A second data source utilized in this study was
individual interviews. Lichtman (2013) defines individual interviewing as a way to “engage in a
dialogue or conversation with a participant” (p. 189). During each session, I reviewed each
participant’s progress from the previous meeting. Although I planned to pose questions to each
participant privately, due to the online nature of the study and organic nature of the
conversations, most interviews happened with the other participants present in the virtual setting.
This decision was made after discussing the group’s comfort level with one another and
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consulting with the gatekeeper from the organization who was present for the virtual sessions.
The questions for this data source were drafted in advance to ensure the conversation was guided
and aligned to the research questions. It was important to allow for the conversation to be
flexible for participants to explore other ideas they wanted to share; therefore, a semi-structured
interview protocol was created to allow for this. During each session, I spent time with each
participant to discuss various topics as highlighted in the interview protocol.
The collages were an activity participants completed in between each of the sessions.
Barriage (2017) details the use of task-centered activities in research with children of any age.
Task-centered activities, “affords children the opportunity to engage directly in the research
process by building on their communication strengths and competencies” (p. 2). This idea of
having children to not only talk, but also to engage in activities can help them to communicate
their feelings, thoughts, and perspectives (Barriage, 2017). “These activities are typically
incorporated into interviews, or focus groups, and can be used on their own or in conjunction
with other methods” (Barriage, 2017, p. 3). These types of activities are considered engaging and
enjoyable as well as enriching to an interview because they aid in the elaboration of responses
from the child. For this study, the purpose of the individual interviews was to learn more about
individual participant experiences and the reasoning behind why they chose the images they
included in their digital collage.
Focus Group Interviews. The third data source was focus group interviews. “Focus
group interviewing involves a group of people at one time. It provides opportunities for members
of a group to interact with each other and stimulate each other’s thinking” (Lichtman, 2013, p.
189). This was important to consider when designing the study because this structure was created
to maintain a sense of co-construction without emphasis on levels of power or control. When
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levels of power are considered, participants may feel empowered to share their truth leading to
more authentic responses (Lichtman, 2013). As mentioned previously, it was important to
construct the focus groups as a way to share how participants feel about their experiences in
school. During each session, a focus group interview allowed for discussion of the topic/research
question for that session using the focus group protocol created. The protocol also allowed for
participants to ask each other questions about their art as well. During each focus group, I posed
a question to begin the conversation (making sure to allow ample amount of time for participants
to discuss). I also ensured there was time for participants to build on one another’s responses, as
this provided more of a rich discussion. The purpose of the focus group was to provide a space
where participants shared their digital collages and made connections to each other’s
experiences. Each focus group lasted approximately 30-40 minutes each session.

Figure 6. Data Sources Guiding The Study
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Data Analysis
According to Miles et al. (2014), data collection and analysis should occur concurrently.
This process supported reflection on the data collected during each session to generate new
strategies for future sessions. Similar to teachers who collect data and analyze it to inform their
instruction, it was important that, after each session together, I analyzed the data collected to
guide next steps and adjusted my planning for the following session.
All individual and focus group interviews were transcribed by a transcription service
known as Rev.com. After each session, I sent the audio of the meeting for transcription. In the
interim, I listened to each session’s audio and recorded memos about initial quotes and
experiences shared that stood out from the conversations. This also helped in guiding the
conversation during the next session. If there was something shared during a session that I
wanted to learn more about, I made note and added a specific question to the next session’s notes
to address or revisit the topic.
Another form of data analysis came from the digital art collages that were created by
participants. “This process of understanding and interpreting the world uses visual images rather
than words and these images are seen as reflections of reality in particular contexts” (Grbich,
2013, p. 200). For most sessions, participants created a digital representation of their experiences
on the previous session’s topic using “visual images, either alone or in conjunction with other
data, [to] provide a rich source of research information” (Grbich, 2013, p. 200). According to
Grbich (2013), visual artwork falls into a category of visual data. When combined with the data
collected during the interviews, this made for a rich data set.
It was important for my participants to do all of the interpreting of their own work. I did
not want to add my interpretation of their experiences, as it was important to document their
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authentic ideas. The interpretation of art took place during the one-on-one interviews and the
focus group interviews. During both experiences, participants were provided a space in which to
speak of their work and were asked to explain the meaning behind each of the symbols/images
they created. I did not want to interpret the works of art myself, as I am not the one who created
the art. Following this, as I analyzed the transcripts, I considered how the words shared in our
discussions linked back to the imagery included in the art and looked for connections between
each.
Poetic Inquiry. According to Prendergast (2009), poetic inquiry is thought of as a newer
area of interest in arts-based, qualitative research. This area of research is so powerful because it
provides a method for researchers to, “synthesize experiences in a direct and affective way”
(Prendergast, 2009, p. 545). Poetic inquiry can function well within a broad range of topics and
can move the audience both affectively and intellectually (Prendergast, 2009). Nelson (2000)
shares the poem “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird” by Wallace Stevens which includes
the following definitions of poetic inquiry. From the list included in the poem, the statements
below highlight key ideas framing this study.
Poetic Inquiry is a form of qualitative research in the social sciences that incorporates
poetry in some way as a component of an investigation.
Poetic Inquiry is always aware of ethical practices in the use of human participants when
engaged in poetic transcription and representation of the voices and stories of others.
Poetic Inquiry is sometimes presented and/or published with visual images or art or
photography that interplay with each other.
Poetic Inquiry is also commonly seen as poetic transcription and representation of
participants data.
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Poetic Inquiry is used by scholars to express various kinds of affective experiences such
as being a girl, a student, a teacher, a social worker, a caregiver, a nurse, a cancer patient,
a refugee, an immigrant, an anthropologist in an alien culture. (p. 127-129)
Poetic Inquiry was used as another data analysis method to highlight the findings from
this qualitative study of LGBTQ youth experiences. Semi-structured interviews and focus groups
were designed to solicit the participants’ experiences regarding various aspects of their lives.
Poetry is powerful because it is “a unique form of expression that can ‘capture and portray the
human condition in a more easily ‘consumable,’ powerful, emotionally poignant, and openended, nonlinear form compared with prose research reports’” (Faulkner in Fernandez- Gimenez,
Jennings, and Wilmer, 2018, p. 211). In order to honor the strengths and uniqueness of each
individual and to preserve their stories, a “poem” was created by arranging their words from the
collected transcripts into a format which highlights the essence of each respondent’s comments
during the individual interviews and focus group interviews and was arranged as a collective
response for each of the research questions. Through this process “a poem can be understood as
evoking a snippet of human experience that is artistically exposed as in a heightened state”
(Leavy, 2014, p. 78).
Participant-voiced poems were used as a way to maintain the authentic voices of each
participant, as “The power of a poem as a communicative device is in its ability to dramatically
set a sensory scene fostered by attention to the spaces in between words, as well as to those that
(literally) appear on the page” (Leavy, 2014, p. 91). The idea here was to honor the participants’
language, speaking style, repetitions, and other aspects of language by using the participant
interview transcripts as the main source (Leavy, 2014). Participant-voiced poems were written
with the authentic words of those participating in the study. “Participant-voiced poems are
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written from interview transcripts or solicited directly from participants, sometimes in an action
research model where the poems are co-created with the researcher” (Prendergast, 2009, p. 545).
These poems can be comprised of the voices of one person or multiple, often blending the voices
of both participants and the researcher. In the case of this study, the participants voices were
blended together to create the poems. None of the researcher’s words were used in the poems.
According to Prendergast (2009), when writing participant-voiced poems, the poetry should
extend the meaning and experience of the participant. The poems include “participants’ words
and convey images, emotion and disruption in relation to experiences…” (Owton, 2017, p.
53). These poems were created through the data analysis process.
The process of data analysis through poetic inquiry is reflexive in that the researcher is
working through the data, sorting out the words and phrases to synthesize the meaning of the
passage (Prendergast, 2009). During the process, the researcher becomes interconnected with the
researched, causing emotions and feelings to inform the analysis process. Ely, Vinz, Downing, &
Anzul (1997) share, “creating poems…has been an extremely successful activity for many
qualitative researchers” (p. 136). They add, “one joyful thing about writing poetry is that, given
the same data, different people create differing versions” (p.136).
Glesne (1997) describes the process of how to analyze data through poetic inquiry
through a sifting process. This will result in two different poetic narratives gleaned from the
participant interview transcripts. According to Glesne, the first is “chronologically and
linguistically faithful to the transcript” (1997, p. 207), while the second, “draws from other
sections of the interviews, takes more license with words” (p. 207). These steps were followed to
ensure the poems captured the range of perspectives and experiences shared by the participants.
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There were some important things to keep in mind when conducting this poetic inquiry.
According to Prendergast (2009), it is important to place ourselves within the context of the
participant’s experience. It is important for the researcher to listen for what is not being said, “we
must feel, taste, hear what someone is saying” (Prendergast, 2009, p. 550). We must not be
judgmental, rather we should be empathetic and aware (Prendergast, 2009). Within poetic
inquiry, less is more. She explains,
Less is more. Always. Data poems, for example, are not just transcriptions of interviews
or observations with random line breaks- they must be spare, economical, rich, and
resonant. An elixir. Potent. An effective data poem is no different from an
effective poem-each word, right down to the or and, matter. Each line break matters; each
space matters (p. 551).
The role of the researcher in the data analysis process was to help in crafting the poetry.
Through her work with a couple living with HIV, Pointdexter (2002) shares her method for
creating participant-voiced poetry from data and likens the process to “diamond-cutting” through
which the researcher carves away everything except for those excerpts that seem most evocative,
stirring up emotion and understanding. Carr (2003) conducted research with long-term family
caregivers in a hospital setting and concluded the following:
The main goal of the experimental text is to evoke the reader’s emotional response and
produce a shared experience. Poetry, as an experimental text form, can be an effective
way to reconstruct and confirm the lived experiences of others while challenging
researchers to learn about their abilities to communicate qualitative inquiry in a
different way (p.1330).
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Keeping a queer theory lens in mind, Sparks, Nilges, Swan, and Downing (2003)
highlight the advantages of poetic inquiry through which the poetry created, “can provide the
researcher/reader/listener with a different lens through which to view the same scenery, and
thereby understand data, and themselves, in different and more complex ways” (Cited in
Prendergast, 2009, p. 552). They add that the power of poetic inquiry allows for the researcher to
be more connected to the lived experiences of others as they go through the producing and
sharing of the poetry (Prendergast, 2009). It is also important to note the importance of honoring
participants’ pauses, language, narrative strategies, and so on to accurately represent their
thoughts and emotions. One way to do this is to use interview materials because it most closely
resembles the spoken word. Walsh (2006) describes the method to which poetic inquiry should
be completed.
I read and reread the transcripts, made notes, and delineated a number of
recurring themes. I culled words and cut and pasted segments of conversation into
specifically labelled files, then played poetically with the segments of conversations in an
attempt to distill themes and write succinct versions of them. I tried to stay as true as
possible to the original words…I did, however, make choices that were both academic
and artistic. (Walsh, 2006, p.990)
Owton (2017) reiterates this same process, “the procedure of Poetic Inquiry involves
reading and re-reading the transcripts over and over again to gain a familiarity with the data” (p.
44). Similar to the coding process, I searched the transcripts for themes and organized specific
chunks of the data into these emerging themes (Owton, 2017). During this stage of data analysis,
it was important to look for ways that the transcript answered the ‘whats’, ‘whys’, and/or the
‘hows’ of the participants’ experience. Pointdexter (2002) searches the transcripts, “Looking for
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ambiguous phrases, strong statements, eloquent expressions and wording” (Cited in Owton,
2017, p. 44). It was helpful to search for sections in the transcripts that captured the feelings and
emotions of each participant to use in the poetry (Owton, 2017). Furthermore, it was important to
acknowledge that, “the poems are crafted by me where I make interpretations and decide how the
poem will be constructed, choosing which words and how it takes shape” (Owton, 2017, p.44).
In order to create a well-written and meaningful poem, there were some minor edits made to the
wording used from the transcripts. For example, repetition of the same phrase may have been
used to emphasize the importance of a phrase or the severity of an experience that was shared.
Prendergast adds that when creating the poetry, it is useful to read it aloud over and over
again in order to bring the researcher closer to the data in unusual ways (2009). As I read and
reread the transcripts, I thought about how the experiences shared provided a response to one of
the research questions. This process ended up resulting in new and important insights. Owton
(2017) supports this notion of re-telling people’s stories, “where the words from the interview
transcriptions are used to form the poem” (Owton, 2017, p. 44). Freeman (2001) warns of the
need to consider hermeneutic perspectives, sharing that, “[t]he challenge for interpretive
researchers is incorporating in their understanding of a topic the physical, emotional, situational,
and relational conditions within which communication and this understanding occur” (p. 646).
Owton (2017) also points out the significant reduction of words from the transcript to the poem,
as long as the meaning is maintained. All of these aspects were considered as the poetry was
created.
Presentation of Findings
Findings from this study are presented in two ways. The first is through visual
representations of the art created throughout the sessions. Alongside these visuals are excerpts of
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the transcripts that describe and support the experiences of the LGBTQ youth participants. This
provides a progression of the work created throughout the multiple sessions while also providing
snapshots of participants during the individual sessions. The excerpts of the transcripts are
organized into poems created from the experiences shared by the participants. After analyzing
the transcripts of each individual interview and focus group interview, a participant-voiced poem
was created to answer each research question to provide the authentic words of each youth
participant shared during the sessions.
Criteria for Quality
When considering validity and reliability, Tracy’s eight criteria were explored (Tracy,
2010). According to Tracy, “High quality qualitative methodological research is marked by (a)
worthy topic, (b) rich rigor, (c) sincerity, (d) credibility, (e) resonance, (f) significant
contribution, (g) ethics, and (h) meaningful coherence” (Tracy, 2010, p. 839).
Worthy Topic & Rich Rigor. To analyze the experiences of LGBTQ youth is a
significant undertaking, especially during the current political climate. In light of the Trump era,
it was important to continue the conversation on this topic and share the findings with the
research community. Thinking about this statistic, “The vast majority of LGBTQ students
(87.3%) experienced harassment or assault based on personal characteristics, including sexual
orientation, gender expression, gender, religion, actual or perceived race and ethnicity, and actual
or perceived disability” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xix), made it clear that this research was worthy
of further exploration.
When considering the richness of the study, one can reflect on the supported data sources
and due diligence followed during the research process. This research is relevant to the lives of
my LGBTQ participants and other LGBTQ youth afar. As such, I considered the following
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question during each step of the research process, “How much data is enough?” (Tracy, 2010, p.
841). Although there was a plan for multiple data sources, I preferred to consider the concept of
quality over quantity. It was important to have multiple sources of data in multiple modes to best
reflect the experiences of the participants, but also to keep in mind that the richness of the data
stemmed from the lived experiences shared by my participants.
Sincerity & Credibility. Honesty and transparency were also important to consider
during the research process (Tracy, 2010), and played a major role in the design of the study.
Sincerity was achieved as I considered my biases and experiences and how my positionality
impacted the study. Throughout all steps of the study, I kept a journal for reflections and
engaged in critical friends groups with colleagues. Self-reflexivity practices were also used
during the research process. “Self-reflexive researchers examine their impact on the scene and
note others’ reactions to them” (Tracy, 2010, p. 842). This is something I kept in mind during the
study. I worked diligently to build relationships with members of the organization I worked with
to foster a safe space for my participants to share their thoughts. A specific example of this selfreflexivity came after the first orientation session with the youth participants. Below is an
excerpt from my journal that demonstrates my inner dialogue and questions that I wondered prior
to the meeting.
Call with potential participants & Director of LGBTQ Youth Programs
•

I’m feeling nervous but excited to get started

•

Will the students connect with me?

•

Will the students be comfortable opening up to me?
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Following the call, I reflected with the Director of LGBTQ Youth Programs for the organization
I partnered with to discuss how the call went. In notes taken from that call, I captured our
conversation.
Me: Call went really well- youth seemed very comfortable and having been part of
programming may make them more comfortable than someone else.
Director of LGBTQ Youth Programs: Today’s call went really well. The youth
participants seemed very comfortable and having been part of programming may make
them more comfortable with sharing personal stories.
Tracy (2010) also highlights that, “Self-reflexivity about subjective values, biases, and
inclinations of the researcher(s)... Transparency about the methods and challenges” are two
additional layers to being sincere during the research process (p. 840). Following Tracy (2010), I
journaled after each session, reflecting on how the session went, where to go next, and to make
note of anything that stood out to me. An example of this happened following the first data
collection session when I noted the conversation I had with the member of the organization after
our session. The notes and reflections from that conversation included the following:
We were both pleased with the outcome. I made it clear that I want him to be sure to
check me and if I ever say/do anything that is not appropriate (mainly the use of LGBTQ
language), to please let me know. He said everything seemed good, but the one thing he
would recommend is shying away from saying something is “Crazy” as this reflects
poorly for people with mental health challenges (Reflective Journal Note, 5/11/2020).
This example is especially important because it was something that I made a top priority in
resolving during future sessions. I made a large note in my reflective journal on May 11, 2020 to
be sure I worked on this in future meetings.
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According to Denzin & Lincoln (2011), “Reflexive writing strategies allow researchers to
turn back on themselves, to examine how their presence or stance functions in relationship to
their study” (p. 662). As an insider of this marginalized group myself, I know that my
experiences as a gay man impacted this study as well as came up in our conversations during the
study. It is important to note that I cannot separate myself from my research and my relationships
with my participants influence my findings. This is why I found it important to reflect on my
stance throughout the process to offer more trustworthy and honest accounts from my
participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). In my reflective journal on May 28, 2020, I reflected on
how I shared details of my past experience as a former elementary school teacher and showed the
youth participants some of the resources I have used in my teaching with elementary students. “I
shared some of the picture books and other things that could be useful to teachers, I think it
broadened their understanding of how you might introduce LGBTQ topics into elementary
classrooms” (Reflective Journal Note, 5/28/2020). By sharing my own experiences, I believe it
opened my participants up to be more candid during our discussions.
Member reflections or member checking is another ethical consideration that was used
during the study. “Member reflections'' allow for sharing and dialoguing with participants about
the study’s findings, and providing opportunities for questions, critique, feedback, affirmation,
and even collaboration” (Tracy, 2010, p. 844). During the eighth and final session, member
checking was utilized to help ensure the poems I created did not misrepresent the participants’
intentions. Participants were provided the final draft poems and were given an opportunity to
review the work to be sure the experiences shared during our sessions were not misrepresented in
any way. This step also provided a space to clarify youth participant voices and experiences.
This was important to respect participants’ comments and feedback. One participant shared, “I
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saw them and they were lovely! I really resonated with them.” Another participant added, “I
really like them. Thanks for giving me the chance to tell my story.” This was an important step in
ensuring the presentation of the findings was reflective of the participants’ experiences.
Resonance & Significant Contribution. Tracy (2010) also highlights resonance as an
important factor for meaningful qualitative research. “Resonance can be achieved through
aesthetic merit,” and was demonstrated through the art created by participants (Tracy, 2010, p.
844). I captured the work of my participants throughout the study. When thinking about the
impact this study will have on future research, I asked myself, “Does the study extend
knowledge? Improve practice? Generate ongoing research? Liberate or empower?” (Tracy, 2010,
p. 845). It was important that each of those answers be a definitive ‘yes’!
Ethics. Choosing a worthy topic; providing rich rigor, sincerity, credibility, and
resonance; and making a significant contribution to this area of research are all ways I remained
ethical during the research process. Obtaining informed consent, the initial approval from IRB,
and the practice of confidentiality procedures are all ways I remained ethical. It was important to
also consider my relationship to each participant during and following the research (Tracy,
2010). Furthermore, it was important to consider, “Are the harms of the research practices
outweighed by its moral goals?” (Tracy, 2010, p. 847). I believe the answer to this question is
yes as well.
Meaningful Coherence. Through the detailed planning of the research and each
individual session, I created and conducted a meaningful and coherent study. By reflecting on
each of the research questions and always bringing the methods back to the reason behind the
study, I believe this was achieved. In my plan for and execution of the study, I worked diligently
to interconnect research design, data collection, and analysis through a queer lens (Tracy, 2010).
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Conclusion
This chapter included a detailed summary of the study design, including details about the
participants and each of the virtual sessions that were held. In addition, the methods used to both
collect and analyze the data were explained with rigor, credibility, and ethics. In Chapter 4, the
findings gleaned from the interviews, focus groups, and art making are discussed. Chapter 5
contains the implications and conclusions for this study.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
The results that emerged from the analysis of data gathered during the focus groups,
interviews, and art making are presented in this chapter. The purpose of this study was to
examine the experiences of LGBTQ youth regarding inclusion during their early schooling to
better equip educators and policy-makers at all levels with information to assist in providing safe
and equitable learning environments for LGBTQ youth to succeed. The intent of this study was
to uncover the ways schools may marginalize or be inclusive of LGBTQ youth by examining
student experiences with a particular focus at the elementary level. There were three research
questions that guided the study:
RQ1: How do LGBTQ youth describe their early school experiences related to inclusion?
RQ2: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with current policies and practices in their
school districts with regard to LGBTQ students?
RQ3: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth?
The quotes included from participants illustrate unique experiences and sentiments of the
LGBTQ youth in this study. Furthermore, any quotes containing specific names of places or
individuals have been anonymized for confidentiality purposes. The poems developed include
the exact words shared by participants during the study. The poems are meant to serve as a
collective narrative interwoven with participants’ experiences.
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Research Question 1
Research question 1 focused on LGBTQ youth participants’ reflections on their
experiences with regard to their LGBTQ identity in schools related to inclusion. A poem created
in response to this question based on the data collected is below. The words included in the poem
were taken directly from the transcripts of the sessions.
School.
I'm going to be honest.
That’s going to be really negative.
I don't even have a word to describe it.
It's THAT bad.
A lot of friend drama.
Like EVERYONE has been very mean lately.
Same people too. Each time.
I kind of figured out
around fourth, fifth grade.
I was kind of starting to figure it out
and I told
one friend.
I've always been afraid of
what other people
would think.
I was around 10 actually.
I was questioning like,
Am I really a girl?
Like I, I don't really like my body
being all girly.
Am I really a girl?
I hate wearing dresses.
Am I really a girl?
I wound up getting outed,
to an entire school
of elementary and middle schoolers.
It was so stressful.
This was supposed to be like me
figuring things out.
Now my entire class and the kids older than me
are having a big problem with it.
“This is awful.”
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Transphobia.
You know, people making fun of non-binary people
jokelike the two genders thing.
“Oh, I don’t get gender sh-t.
If you have a vagina, you’re a girl.
If you have a penis, you’re a dude.
That’s that!”
Transphobia.
Making offhand comments,
didn’t say anything,
or made fun of it.
It
made
my
questioning
worse!
I kind of tried to like blend in.
I lost a lot of friends.
I lost a lot of people.
No one thought that it was legit.
People thought that it was stupid.
And, "Oh, if you still have long hair, then you obviously are a girl."
Transphobia.
Stuff like that.
It
made
my
questioning
worse.
I, I always just kept it inside of me.
No one would want to really talk about it.
Um, there's only two colors that I really use.
When I'm like really trying to express pain
and those are
black and red.
Something about it just really screams
'middle school.'
Sixth grade.
Um…
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Um…
like I would mostly just kind of sit there.
I'd kind of like just agree with them.
Just to hopefully make some friends…
I was a very lonely kid in middle school
I probably had like one or two friends.
So I was just like, you know what?
I'll be fine.
Eighth grade.
Something really bad happened.
In a classroom.
People started talking about my genitalia.
...which ones I had
and
what it would be like
to
have
sex
with
me.
I tried to tell the school.
Never.
Never did anything about it.
Never.
So I was just like, you know what?
I'll be fine.
On a field trip.
I'm not even in the bathroom.
And a girl goes,
"Get away from there.
You clearly don't look like a guy
and
you're not a guy
and
stop being a pervert."
So I was just like, you know what?
I'll be fine.
Those aren’t even the only incidents.
I,
I
was too scared
to tell anyone.
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So, I basically dealt with all of this
on
my
own.
Someone beat me
and someone threw my stuff in a puddle.
I would self harm a lot and,
and thenI just stopped eating.
A therapist, a psychiatrist, a bunch of medicine
And really bad anxiety.
It was just a constant struggle,
trying to make it through every single day.
New school.
And I do have some friends
and
at least I'm not getting beaten anymore.
That's like an up.
So I was just like, you know what?
I'll be fine.
New school.
"Look at that!
This school is accepting,"
So excitedto not have to hide who I was.
It was like I could BREATHE
when I got to this school.
So I was just like, you know what?
I'll be fine.
New school.
Um, well now personally,
my experience is different
because I go to virtual school.
Since seventh grade.
And have been for years.
So I was just like, you know what?
I'll be fine.
Internalizing Questions About Identity. All three participants shared that they had a
sense that they were “different” from a very young age. Being trans, both Taylor and Alef shared
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similar experiences recalling how they questioned the bodies they were born in and not feeling
quite “right.” For instance, Alef shared his earliest memory of not feeling “normal” in his body:
... real time where it was like "I'm not normal," was when I was first adopted. My first
time meeting, like my extended adopted family, we were all supposed to go to my
cousin's ranch. And so we're with the horses. Right. And we're all wearing nice stuff and
it's like a nice event or whatever. And I just ended up rolling in the dirt because I hate
wearing dresses. I just started rolling in the dirt and rolling and I was covered in it.
Similarly, Taylor recalled his experience as a toddler with memories his mom shared with him:
… you mentioning that, that dress thing when you were three. It makes me think about
how my mom always, my mom always tells me these stories about how, when I was like,
since I was able to walk, which was around maybe two or three, I, what I would do is like
whenever she would dress, my mom would dress me. I would like, I would just walk
around and like strip off each article of clothing as I’d go around. So that way there’d be
just be a trail of clothes.
In addition to these memories, Taylor also shared, “Since I was around 10 actually I've been, I
was questioning like, am I really a girl? Like I, I don't really like my body being all girly. Like,
am I really a girl?”
For Mack, her questioning began around the same time during her elementary years. She
recalls her earliest memories struggling with her identity around fourth or fifth grade.
I was kind of starting to figure it out and I told one friend. She was my best friend and
she was like my sister for the longest time. And I told her, and I guess she went home and
told her mom and her older sister overheard. We're all going to the same school, so
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instead of talking to me about it, her older sister talked about it to a friend, and I wound
up getting outed to an entire school of elementary and middle schoolers.
Like a few months after I figured this stuff out, I had... It was, it was awful. I was like this
is... Like, I was still trying to understand it still. I had older kids bullying me. I had
younger kids asking me what it meant, which I was like, ‘You're second graders. I don't, I
don't even know. What am I supposed to tell you?’
Mack’s earliest school memory regarding her LGBTQ identity was quite negative. Around the
age of nine or ten, as she was discovering she had feelings that she was yet to wrap her mind
around, she confided in a close friend. Unfortunately, not having other LGBTQ representation in
school or knowing any LGBTQ children or adults, she was unable to process what she was
feeling. Word traveled around her school fast and before long, most of her peers and students in
other grades all knew. She endured very challenging times all while keeping it to herself. She
chose, as an elementary aged student, to keep it all within herself. She described a common
motto, “I’ll be fine”, as a way to mask how she was truly feeling. She explained,
I, I was too scared to tell anyone. So, I basically dealt with all of this on my own. So I
was just like, you know what? I'll be fine and then I left the next year, so that was okay.
But that was a very stressful year and a half of school.
As she reflected on the experience, she shared her illustration of the saying “I’m Fine, Said Me”
that connected back to how she navigated these challenging times in her young life. It is
interesting to note that her art is the phrase, just flipped and mirrored to convey a different
meaning. The words “I’m Fine” flipped upside down can be seen as “Said Me” in the art she
shared below.
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Figure 7. I’m Fine, Said Me
Similar to Mack, Alef shared his struggles with self-esteem and his own mental health
challenges growing up. During Session 3, Alef shared a few personal photographs he took that
he felt reflected his experience being an LGBTQ youth in school.
He shared the following about this photo:
I was on this walk, right? And I saw these palm trees and in between them there was just
this pile of dirt and garbage and I was like, "Damn! That's me." It's weird, but like, 'cause
it's so ugly here and then they kind of try to cover it by putting palm trees near, but that's
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not exactly working. And it's like it's trying to hold everything together, but it's just not. I
don't know. That's how I felt about life.

Figure 8. Dirt & Palm Trees
When asked to explain more about how this photo that he took on his way to school one day
represented his experience in school, he explained:
All right. Well we all kind of try to mask stuff. And we try to make it look like we're
doing okay…but behind it just lies a bunch of garbage and ugliness that no one really,
like everyone tries to avoid in a way.
From his explanation, there are clear parallels between the experiences of both Mack and Alef
related to their LGBTQ identity and the added victimization they have experienced.
Transphobia/Homophobia in Schools. All three participants shared times in their early
school experience when they witnessed peers speak negatively of non-heterosexual people. For
Mack, it was in the form of homophobia, but for Taylor and Alef, it was more transphobic things
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they heard others speak about or incidents where they were victimized. As result of this clear and
blatant transphobia, Taylor reflected on how he did what he could to try and blend in with his
peers. Early in his schooling, he often heard negative remarks made about LGBTQ people,
specifically the trans community. Taylor represented the negative experience in his version of a
comic found below.

Figure 9. Transphobia 1
When sharing transphobic remarks he overheard from peers in school, Taylor explained that he
tried his best to fit in with others. He explained:
Basically like in my middle school I mentioned how a lot of people were like making sort
of offhand comments and making fun of like trans and non-binary people, and like to be
honest like even though I was questioning, I kind of did try to like kind of blend in with
them because like, and like I kind of almost fell into that sort of like anti-trans and antinon-binary hole because, like they were normalizing it so much…
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Figure 10. Transphobia 2
Taylor went on to explain that during these experiences where classmates would speak
negatively of trans people, he felt conflicted. “Yes. And then that's me in the second panel like
saying, ‘LOL, I'm glad I'm not, I'm not like that,’ and then there's me going, ‘Or am I?’ Because
at the time I was still questioning.” As a middle school student, struggling with his own identity,
he found it difficult to navigate building relationships with others in his classes. The peer
pressure he experienced often led him to try and fit in. As he recounts,
It was kind of like probably one of the more... It, it probably one of the more viv... more
vivid things that came to my mind. Like I can't really remember all the offhanded
remarks that were made against non-binary, trans people in middle school, but like, but I
mean I remember them happening, just, but I, but this, like me kind of trying to follow
into the crowd basically and basically regurgitate, or try to regurgitate some of the things
that they were saying, is what I remember.
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Similarly, Alef shared experiences regarding transphobic comments from classmates. He
recalled,
I lost a lot of friends and I lost a lot of people because no one thought that it was legit and
people thought that it was stupid. And, ‘Oh, if you still have long hair, then you
obviously are a girl.’ Stuff like that.
Taylor’s negative experiences also played a major role in his inability to make connections with
his classmates and he often found himself feeling isolated, leading to much of his mental health
struggles. Eventually, this would be one of the reasons he would opt into moving to virtual
school for his remaining school years. He shared,
Um, um, like I would mostly just kind of sit there, but I, for the most part, I'd make it
like... I'd kind of like just agree with them just to hopefully make some friends 'cause in
middle school like I mean I probably had like one or two friends, but I was a very lonely
kid in middle school. At least in sixth grade I was.
Victimization and Harassment In School. As Alef, Mack, and Taylor shared their
experiences during the sessions, one of the many common threads that was weaved throughout
their stories was the negative school experiences they endured as a result of their LGBTQ
identity. As Taylor previously shared, his experience was limited as a result of moving to virtual
school for middle school. But this did not mean he did not have to endure transphobic
conversations from his classmates (as mentioned above). For Mack and Alef, their experiences
were more intense and personal. Each used their art during Sessions 3 and 4 as a way to turn
these experiences into visual representations and explained these works of art to the group. It is
interesting to point out at this point in the study how comfortable participants had become and
how open they were in sharing about their experiences.
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Figure 11. Maya’s Heart
Mack chose to summarize her schooling from elementary through high school visually
through her heart drawing during Session 4. She described each stage of her schooling and
explained why she chose the colors and design for each stage.
Um, okay. So the zero to nine was like before I figured anything out and I was just
carefree. And then 10 to 12, was when I figured it out. And then that was where the
bullying started. And then 13 and up is when I left that school and went to homeschool,
and then even to now, now that I'm 17, all this was like I'm getting better. I'm not scared
of who I am or I'm not scared of telling one who I am. So it was kind of showing that like
I'm doing better and I'm repairing myself. So the red is supposed to be just like a normal
heart. And then the black is like when I felt broken and like something was wrong with
me, so it was dark because I was like depressed and it wasn't doing well. And then now
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it's white because what's more important is the fact that I'm getting better. Which is where
the like stitches come in.
As she described, Mack’s heart illustrates her unique journey through school. It is important to
point out the section labeled 10-12 (years old). This section was colored black, representing the
darkness that she experienced during this time in her schooling and life. As she shared, this was
about the time when she was outed to peers and was struggling with her own identity. This time
in her life was characterized by bullying and other challenging issues at school.
Genital Talk. As Alef shared multiple negative experiences throughout the study,
conflicts with classmates as it related to his LGBTQ identity were ongoing and according to his
reflections, not always resolved by school staff. One particular incident that stood out was
transphobic and damaging remarks made one day during eighth grade. He recounted,
And then in eighth grade I actually got something really bad happened where I was in a
classroom and then people started talking about my genitalia and which ones I had and
what it would be like to have sex with me. And then someone tried to figure it out and I
ran out and I tried to tell the school and they…never did anything about it.
Field Trip Incident. During a field trip to a local theater, Alef reflected on an interaction
he had with a female classmate who harassed him for sitting outside of the men’s restroom, even
though he had no intention of using it. He recounts:
And so we're there and there's some bathrooms and I'm sitting outside of the guy's
bathroom talking to one of my friends and I'm not even in the bathroom. And she goes,
‘Get away from there. You clearly don't look like a guy and you're not a guys and stop
being a pervert.’
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Transphobia and bullying related to his LGBTQ identity was a repetitive theme shared
throughout our sessions together. When discussing the idea of coming out, Alef shared the
following details of his experience:
I'm going to be honest. At first, especially during my first time coming out, when
someone like, would someone beat me and someone threw my stuff in a puddle. Honestly
at first it was like, I would self harm a lot and, and then I got into this whole thing where
I just stopped eating. And so I went to a therapist and then I had to go to a psychiatrist
and then I just got put on a bunch of medicine and I had really bad anxiety. And then they
tried to take me out of school, but online school didn't exactly work. So I got put back in
and it was just a constant struggle of trying to make it through every single day when you
don't even have many friends.
A New School, A New Start. For all three youth, the light at the end of the tunnel came
when they moved into a new school. A common theme throughout our discussions was the idea
that a new school offered a new chance at starting over. Each of the youth looked at the shift to a
new school as a way to wipe the slate clean and have a fresh start.
Virtual School. Taylor’s experience differed a bit from Mack and Alef’s because he went
on to a virtual school as a result of the negative experiences he had and has attended that
schooling ever since. He explained, “Um, well now personally, my experience is different
because I go to virtual school.” Virtual school has since been positive. He shared how he has
found a small group of friends online and enjoys his virtual school teacher (which will be
discussed further in RQ #2).
A Renewed Outlook. In addition to the heart representation mentioned above she
sketched, Mack also shared a poem she wrote to encapsulate her schooling as well. The poem
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which can be found below, begins with early school experience described in a very negative
light. But as you read the poem, you can see it shifts from “Fake friends” to “Encouraged by
others.”
Downward stares
Internal struggles
Forced smiles
Fake friends
Encouraged by others
Regained spirit
Enforced positivity
New support systems
Truly me
When asked about the poem and its meaning, Mack shared that the first half represented,
“…when I was dealing with all the bullying and stuff. And the rest starts when I came to my new
school.” The concept of a new school being a new beginning was something that came up in
many of our conversations together. Mack explained her optimism and hope for her new school:
Yeah. It was a brand new school. I hadn't been. I hadn't met anyone there, so that was like
complete secret at that school for the entire year, and then I came to my current school in
eighth grade and within two weeks, I knew it was fine and I told them and it was a whole
thing, which was the best experience I've ever had, 'cause apparently one of the other
girls was also gay, so I was like, ‘Look at that! This school is accepting,’ and I was like
so excited to not have to hide who I was…It was like I could breathe when I got to this
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school. It wasn't like this big secret that I couldn't tell anyone and I couldn't talk to
anyone.
Looking Up. Looking at a new school as an opportunity for a new start was something
that Alef shared as well. He shared this when describing his multiple changes in schools.
And then they tried to take me out of school, but online school didn't exactly work… You
know what? My school still has a good amount of issues, but it's a lot better because
there's a lot more LGBT people. And I do have some friends and at least I'm not getting
beaten anymore. So that's like an up.
Although his sentiments are less optimistic, he does see a new school as a better place than
where he was before. As a way to further express his sentiments during this transitional period,
he shared a poem. He explained, “I would like to introduce a poem I wrote about the experience
of being in an unsafe school, then leaving it.” His poem is included below.
I see innocence being pounded into the concrete
It looks like life’s final breath
It looks like depression’s victory
I see happiness briskly losing its hold
It looks like the end of the world
I see new beginnings coming to life
It looks like hope, emerging from Pandora’s box
It looks like a spark of fire in a tundra
I see happiness in a sea of despair
It looks like depression’s defeat.
Explaining this poem, Alef shared,
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…It's like bullying and people like taunting me, and innocence being pounded into the
concrete, that was kind of like I used to be happy and unaware that there was a lot of bad
stuff in the world, and then it's just like not only did I get bullied, but I got like beaten
and like really bad things happened so that really knocked the life out of me.
Alef looked to his new school as an opportunity to start over and reinvent himself. He explained,
“I finally see like I can get out of here and it'll be better and it's a new, accepting place and it
looks like I'll never see any of these kids again. And they'll just leave me alone.”
It is clear from the experiences shared from Alef, Mack, and Taylor that a new school
offered an opportunity for a new start. Although each had their own unique experiences related
to their LGBTQ identity, it is interesting to note that all shared how they looked towards this
change as a way to have a do over with their new classmates.
Research Question 2
Research Question 2 focused on LGBTQ youth participants’ experiences with the current
policies and practices used in their school districts related to LGBTQ students. Below is a poem
created from the authentic words of the participants that were taken from the transcripts.
Current policy.
School website, two sentences, no structure.
Try to please everybody.
We need to stop that.
Instead of saying,
Oh no discrimination based on sex.
Maybe we should say
Trans people can use this bathroom
Trans people can go into the locker room
...with the gender they identify with.
Instead of leaving it up to
interpretation of the schools.
Write out the word transgender instead of
Discrimination based on gender or sex.
And especially where you're trying
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to say it over and over again,
but no one's listening.
Does it even matter if I say anything,
if it's not going to do anything?
Pronouns.
He/him, She/her.
A middle school teacher can choose to use the pronouns
and name that you insist on.
But they don't necessarily have to,
until it's legally changed.
All my teachers followed.
And if they weren't comfortable,
they just chose not to use pronouns.
Guidance counselor.
It's really stupid that you're making it so I,
have to like pretend to be a girl
and use the girls' locker room.
And she said,
Well, we can take you out of the girls' locker room,
but you would need to still put your stuff in there,
and you would need to still tell everyone that you're a girl
and you need to still use the girls' bathrooms.
That was the issue.
They weren't informed.
Female teacher bathroom.
Okay, what's the policy on this?
So I could know what the solution is
for both of us,
the teacher and me.
We don't have a policy on it
and we have no idea what we're supposed to do.
Thank God, a good teacher
and assistant principal was on my side.
If they hadn't been,
then I would just be sent to the female bathroom.
That would have been the end of it.
Two teachers.
It's the teacher's private bathroom.
...only one person can go in at a time.
The other (conservative) teacher,
Oh no, I want them to use the female one
so we don't get fired.
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They didn't really understand
what transgender even was,
let alone how to deal with it.
Well, are you a guy or are you a girl?
Am I gonna lose my job?
That was the issue.
They weren't informed.
My therapist, the school psychologist,
both guidance counselors,
the principal, the assistant principal
and one or two teachers.
Oh, they're lying about what happened.
It's not that bad.
We're not really doing any of this.
They're over exaggerating.
Stuff like that.
That was the issue.
They weren't informed.
Locker room.
All right. One issue.
Took my clothes and hid them
And when I told,
no one fessed up.
No one got punished
or got in trouble.
No one would admit it.
No help from that.
That was the issue.
They weren't informed.
Physical Education.
School insisted so I tried to tell them.
And of course they didn't care.
I was finally like,
This is stupid. Can I please get out of here?
And so they just kicked me out of PE,
and that's how they settled it.
You were born a girl,
so you're going in the girls.
That was the issue.
They weren't informed.
Seventh grade.
I was at a school specifically for kids,
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with 504 and IEPs.
Two or three kids were LGBT.
I started dealing with bullying.
It's not even worth going to the teachers
and the vice principal.
No one was doing anything.
It's like the whole point of the school
is to help support students
that had certain needs.
Why would you not…
figure out some kind of policy
to help us?
to help LGBTQ students?
Zero Tolerance.
An actual zero tolerance policy.
A non-biased zero tolerance policy.
They can easily just be like,
Oh, this doesn't violate it,
I've dealt with that.
People are bullying me or people.
And they’re like, But that's not a problem.
It was not in violation of their policy.
Why would you not…
figure out some kind of policy
to help us?
to help LGBTQ students?
Teachers.
I've met some really amazing people.
One of my teachers she's LGBT.
She's really nice and accepting,
and even the straight teachers are really open about it.
I've only really been out to my parents.
I've always been afraid
of what other people would think.
About a month ago now,
I decided to come out to my virtual school teacher,
and sadly the only teacher I've come out to
Miss T is her name.
And she fully supported me.
And ever since that day,
she's been calling me Taylor.
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Gay- Straight Alliance.
Okay, one thing that made it better.
I started one of the first
LGBT GSA clubs for middle school.
And we couldn't call it a GSA.
That wasn't possible.
But it was a GSA.
It was fun.
Oh boy, this is my time.
Higher up.
The bosses of my principal
actually care and listen
and take into account what we said.
Some of my school members
at the school board meetings.
That's what made me feel really accepted.
They're actually bothering.
They're trying
They're listening.
Where before no one even believed me.
Current Policy. When it came to speaking about policy and practices being used in
schools for LGBTQ students, it was interesting to note the variety of experiences shared. Early
on in our conversations, Mack shared with the group that she had visited her school district’s
website in preparation for our discussion on the topic and was only able to find about two
sentences that discussed anything related to LGBTQ students. She was unable to find much
information related to LGBTQ policies/protections and shared, “There were two sentences with
no structure. When I saw this, I got like really frustrated. So I actually wrote a poem, like on a
piece of paper.” This poem was written in the form of a letter to her school board. The poem
summarized many of the experiences shared during the subsequent sessions. Her poem can be
found below:
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Figure 12. Dear Forest County
Dear Forest County,
We are the minority in your schools
and your policy has no real rules.
It's open to biased interpretations.
So from bullying, we get no vacations.
Just two sentences seems really dumb.
Eventually our hearts become numb.
The majority gets so much protection.
I think it's time for some reflections.
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The policies need to be fair.
We need you to show that you care.
You should listen to all of our pleas.
We deserve to go to school with ease
-All LGBTQ Students
When it comes to policies for schools to enforce, Alef agreed with Mack’s thinking and
added his own thoughts:
Well you know how our current policy is kind of like try to please everybody? Yeah…
We need to, instead of jumping around and saying, ‘Oh no discrimination based on sex.’
Maybe we should specifically say ‘trans people can use this bathroom and trans people
can go into locker room with the gender they identify with.’ Like we should specifically
say that instead of leaving it up to interpretation of the schools.
Alef had very specific suggestions related to his trans identity. Many of the challenges he
experienced related specifically to being a trans student.
Pronouns Validate LGBTQ Identity. One of the topics that came up across each of the
participants was the importance of the use of pronouns that validate their identity. When the
study began, each participant shared their pronouns. Mack preferred she/her, while Taylor and
Alef preferred he/him. Alef shared about his experience with pronouns in middle school:
So in middle school they said to me, "Oh, well, until it's legalized, a teacher can choose to
use the pronouns that you insist on and the name you insist on. But they don't necessarily
have to, until it's legally changed." All my teachers followed when I asked. And if they
weren't comfortable using my pronouns, they just chose not to use pronouns.
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Alef was lucky to have supportive teachers in middle school, and acknowledged that during one
of our focus groups. But not all of Alef’s teachers throughout his schooling were as supportive.
Uninformed Teachers and Staff. Throughout our sessions, Alef shared multiple
negative experiences related to his trans identity. One incident in particular was an experience he
shared with his guidance counselor. When thinking about the damaging layers involved in this
specific event, he shared:
So, one time I went to the guidance counselor and I was like, ‘It's really stupid that you're
making it so I, like, have to like pretend to be a girl and I have to use the girls' locker
room.’ And she said, ‘Well, we can take you out of the girls' locker room, but you would
need to still put your stuff in there, and you would need to still tell everyone that you're a
girl and you need to still use the girls' bathrooms.’ …and that was the guidance counselor
at school, so I ended up going for a year without bathroom or being able to be in PE or
being able to join a stupid book club.
Unfortunately, this was not the only time bathrooms were an issue for Alef. Over the course of
the sessions, Alef shared multiple situations he encountered where staff at his school were unsure
how to support his trans identity as it related to the use of gendered bathrooms and locker rooms.
As he shared, “So there's such a big lack of policy regarding transgender bathrooms.” One such
example was when he was attending ROTC class and was told he would have to use the female
faculty bathroom. As he explains,
… I came across this thing, where ROTC wanted me to come to the female teachers
bathrooms instead of the male one, and I went to the school and I was talking to them and
I was like, ‘Okay, what's the policy on this? So I could know what the solution is for both
of us, the teacher and me.’ And they said, ‘We don't have a policy on it and we have no
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idea what we're supposed to do.’ So I had, I had to have them just make up something to
say to him, and they had to have the sole decision and thank God I went to a good
teacher… and thank God that assistant principal was on my side. But if they hadn't been,
then I would just be sent to the female bathroom. That would have been the end of it.
This was one of a few examples of situations that Alef faced due to his identity as a transgender
male in school. Another situation that involved his use of faculty restrooms also involved
teachers. He explained:
Yeah. And so we had two teachers and one of them was like, ‘It's really stupid that you
want them to use the female one because it's the teacher's private bathroom. Anyway, and
only one person can go in at a time.’ And the other guy was really conservative and he
was like, ‘Oh no, I want, I want them to use the female one so we don't get fired.’ And I
just noticed that they didn't really understand what transgender even was, let alone how to
deal with it. And they thought, ‘Well, are you a guy or are you a girl?’ Or like, ‘Am I
gonna lose my job?’ So that was the issue because they weren't informed.
It is important to note that teachers were not the only staff that Alef went to for support when he
experienced issues in school related to his trans identity. He shared his reflections on times when
he tried to speak up for support and was questioned by multiple staff members or told he was
overreacting. He attempted to explain issues he was encountering at school to his therapist, the
school psychologist, both of the school guidance counselors, the principal, the assistant principal
and one or two teachers. Some of the responses he heard included:
‘Oh, they're lying about what happened. It's not that bad. We're not really doing any of
this. They're over exaggerating.’ Stuff like that. Or, they try to mention little things they
did that make it so all the big problems aren't there, in a way.
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Similarly, Mack shared an experience where uninformed staff at her school led to an
incident never being resolved for her. This happened while she showered after P.E. class in the
locker-room. As a note, her classmates knew she was LGBTQ.
And I like dealt with one issue where someone literally took my clothes and hid
them...and when I told the teacher, no one fessed up because I didn't know who it was
'cause I was in the middle of taking a shower when they did this. So no one ever got
punished and or got in trouble because no one would admit who did it…So I got pretty
much no help from that.
Along similar lines, Alef expressed his frustrations with having to use the locker-room that
aligns to his gender assigned at birth. He recounts a specific situation where he asked to be
removed from his P.E. class.
Okay, so I remember when I first came out and this school still insisted on putting me in
PE, so I tried to tell them that would have been really creepy to have a guy in the girl's
locker room. And of course they didn't care….And then at the end of the year I was
finally like, ‘This is stupid. Can I please get out of here?’ And so they said that they
would just kick me out of PE from next year, and that's how they settled it.
As he shared, the response he would get from school staff when he asked to be dropped from
P.E. was, “You were born a girl, so you're going in the girls.” This was something he constantly
had to endure from classmates, faculty, and staff while at school.
All of these incidents sparked an interesting thought from Mack. As a student with a
disability, something interesting that she shared during our sessions was that she went to a school
specifically for students with disabilities. During one of the sessions, she made a parallel of her
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time at this school for students with disabilities as it relates to her as an LGBTQ student. She
shared,
But in my, I think seventh grade year, um, I was at a school specifically for kids, like
with 504 and IEPs…Um, and it was weird because they had like all this stuff set up for
kids with disability 'cause that was the whole point of the school. But I think I've had two
or three kids that were LGBT, and they dealt with bullying at the school 'cause they had
been there so long and I started dealing with some bullying at the school and they
basically told me it's not even worth going to the teachers because…they had been
complaining over and over again to the teachers and apparently even to the vice principal
and no one was doing anything…and I was like, it's like the whole point of the school
was supposed to help support students that had certain needs.
She continued by making connections to her needs as an LGBTQ student and felt that while her
school made efforts to meet her needs as a student with disabilities, they should be making the
same effort for her LGBTQ needs. She added,
So wouldn't that make sense to be like one of the most responsible schools is to also
support LGBT kids, not just kids with disabilities…It didn't make sense to me why if it's
multiple kids over and over again, why would you not figure out some kind of policy or
figure out what the policy is to help us?
The Need for a Zero Tolerance Policy. After discussing their experiences, participants
shared some of their recommendations for LGBTQ inclusive policies and practices. The youth
all agreed in terms of their recommendations here. Alef explained the need for, “An actual zero
tolerance policy. A non-biased zero tolerance policy.” In agreement with Alef’s suggestion,
Mack added her thoughts for administrators and policy makers.
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But the weird thing is even with zero tolerance policies, they can easily just be like, ‘Oh,
this doesn't violate it,’ because I've dealt with that. I'll be like, ‘People are bullying me or
people are like saying rude things to me. They’re calling me the F-word or whatever.’
Um, like I guess they consider their zero tolerance policy for physical violence because
all this stuff that was happening with me was perfectly fine. It was not in violation of
their stupid policy if they didn't do anything to protect their students.
As a note, the F-word Mack refers to is “fag”. To many LGBTQ people, fag is used as a
derogatory term to put people in the community down.
Supportive Teachers. One positive thing that came out of the discussions on policy in
schools was the idea of supportive faculty and staff. When describing his experience with
supportive teachers Alef explained, “…one of my teachers she's LGBT and out and she's really
nice and accepting, and even the straight teachers are really open about it. So I feel like a lot of
the staff are.” Similarly, Taylor, who did not have much experience with issues related to his
trans identity because he moved to virtual school early in his school career, shared about recently
coming out to a supportive teacher.
Yeah, actually, um, I, well I, the thing about me is, um, I. For, for, for the longest time
I've only really been out to my parents, my counselor…'cause um, I've always been afraid
of what other people would think. And, um, so it wasn't until recently, like about a month
ago now that I, um, I decided to come out to my one teacher.
He continued by sharing how open and supportive his teacher has been since coming out. “It's
one of my virtual school teachers. Miss T is her name. And um, she, sh- she fully supported me.
And ever since that day she's been calling me Taylor.” When he elaborated on the impact his
supportive teacher, Miss T, had on his experience, he shared,
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I honestly cried a little bit 'cause like I felt so happy. It's like this is the first and sadly
only teacher I've come out to….it just felt so relieving. Like, uh, like, I don't know, it just
felt so relieving to come out to someone that's not like a family.
Gay-Straight Alliance Clubs. Another aspect of schooling that participants shared was
helpful was involvement in a GSA at school. Alef reflected on his time in his school’s GSA.
I started one of the first LGBT GSA clubs for middle school. And we couldn't call it a
GSA because we were at, in Forest County so that wasn't possible. But it was a GSA…I
mean it was fun while it lasted.
As we wrapped up our conversations on experiences with policies and practices related to
participants’ LGBTQ identity, a final thought that was shared was the importance of people who
were willing to listen and even stand up for the needs of the LGBTQ students in schools. One
experience Alef shared involved having district employees meet with him to learn about what his
challenges were at school. He recounts,
And then they came and met me at my school later and talked about it. And just having
people that were so up, higher up and like the bosses of my principal, like actually care
and listen and take into account what we said. And like some of my school members
going to be able to speak at the school board meetings. That's what made me feel really
accepted because it shows that like they're actually bothering and they're trying, and
they're listening. Where before no one even believed me.
We closed our discussion on this topic with recommendations for schools to consider. All
participants agreed there was a need for LGBTQ inclusive policy, with specific focus on
transgender policies. Alef summed up his perspective for the need to create inclusive LGBTQ
policy in his illustration of a fence overlooking a bright field of flowers.
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Figure 13. Freedom Isn’t Free
He described his drawing above as he explained,
Okay. So on one side of the fence it's just like this dirt and awful area and on the other
side, there's this like beautiful landscape. You know, I was just thinking like for us to
actually be freely we have to, like, fight for it. And if you ever want anything in life, you
really have to work hard to get it, which I don't think it's fair but that once you get it, life
is gonna be a lot better. And that's what I was thinking about what the policy.
In thinking about an ideal school environment, Alef shared a sketch he thought encapsulated his
“perfect” world for LGBTQ students to feel welcomed and safe. He explained,
All right. So I was thinking about what the ideal space would look like. And I feel like
that's kind of the i-ideal, like, changing rooms or, like, locker kind or bathroom setting.
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That's ideal like we're just like bathroom or changing room.... And there's really nothing
about gender seated.

Figure 14. “All Welcome” Dressing Rooms
With input from the LGBTQ youth regarding current policies and practices in place at their
schools, we continued on to discuss the topic of the youths’ experiences with the range of
policies, practices, and resources available for elementary educators to be more inclusive of
LGBTQ youth.
Research Question 3
Research question 3 focused on participants’ experiences with the range of practices
policies, and resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ
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youth in schools. Below is a poem created from the authentic words of the participants that were
taken from the transcripts.
I've never heard anything
about LGBT history in school
or even LGBT people.
I didn't get it,
I guess I'm just air then?
Especially for the younger ones
that are, like, kind of confused,
Oh, look.
You can draw a mom and a dad,
or you can draw two mommies
or two daddies.
And they kind of get used to it,
so that way as they get older,
Oh, I remember learning about that
when I was little.
And it's, like, not just books.
So like a daddy daughter dance,
what is that supposed to do
for the kids that don't have dads
or have two moms or whatever?
Something so sweet and innocent
trying to include all the kids,
but you still end up excluding certain kids.
And those are the kids
that don't come out and say it.
Fifth graders and sixth graders
can start learning about this
before going into middle school.
And it's a safe place,
but not necessarily called a GSA
because some schools aren't too thrilled about that
and they won't let you make one,
which makes no sense to me.
We should be talking about
sexuality
and
mental health
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and
gender
before they even hit middle school.
Sex Ed.
What are we supposed to do?
Like, we don't really need this.
They're like, Well, it's important for you to know too.
You guys need to stay in the class
because you need to know this too.
We just thought it was really weird
that we're like not getting any kind of information
or support that we need.
I don’t exist.
Because, especially when you're the only person
you know,
it does kind of feel like,
What's wrong with me?
Like, why am I different?
Yeah, it was, I went from this place
where everyone was kind of accepting,
it was just like,
life was happy
to a place where suddenly no,
you cannot be anything but
rich,
straight,
white
and cisgender.
At one of my old schools
that were meant for special needs students,
there were a lot people,
telling them like,
Hey. We're getting bullied. No one's helping us.
And they just kind of ignored them,
so I feel like that'd be something I'd say,
Take the time to listen to them
and, like,
figure out what's really going on...
A good analogy
Tutoring.
If a kid comes up
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and needs special help with learning something
And ask for tutoring
and you turn them away,
you're doing that student in disservice
by
not
helping
them.
1. They feel comfortable enough to ask for it.
And
2. You should be helping them
Aside from educating students on,
LGBT stuff
by getting books.
Educate the parents on it.
Like a PTA meeting,
Have discussions about it
with them.
I don't know.
Can we make a policy where
if the school finds out someone's LGBT,
they shouldn't be able to tell anyone?
I've heard a lot of scenarios
where the schools
will come out to the parents
for the kids
and it makes everything worse.
I don't think schools should just blatantly cover it up
and act like LGBT people don't need special help
and like care with their laws and policies,
because we do.
And we're people
that really do need that extra help
from the school system.
And I don't think it would be right for them
to just try to make it
so we're treated like every other student.
I can kind of agree with that.
Like, like trans students,
a lot of us like, me included,
suffer, with mental health issues and like...
A lot of us do have special sort of needs
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that need to be addressed
by the school,
not just looked over.
There's nothing wrong with you.
There's a lot wrong
with the world you live in.
That's something
that I could have used
to be told back when I was younger.
Inclusive School Practices. Our discussion on the range of resources available for
elementary teachers began with an overview of example resources available for teaching. Many
LGBTQ organizations including GLSEN and HRC provide teachers with wonderful resources
for LGBTQ inclusion. These include book titles, example lesson plans, toolkits, and other
inclusive curriculum. We discussed the importance of including diverse characters and LGBTQ
history in schools and looked at some examples of the book titles that were shared.
As we discussed participants’ experiences with the practices, policies, and resources
available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth in schools, the
immediate response that Alef shared was, “I've never heard anything about LGBT history in
school or even LGBT people.” The conversation quickly shifted to sex education and the youth’s
experience (or lack of experience) with learning about what they needed to be sure they practiced
safe sex. We will discuss this at length later in this chapter. Before that discussion on
recommendations for sex education, the youth shared other ideas that they thought would be
helpful to elementary teachers.
The discussion then shifted to the youth’s recommendations of what they thought would
be helpful for LGBTQ youth. Mack shared her recommendation for younger students in
elementary school and how teachers can be inclusive of LGBTQ students in the early elementary
grades.
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She shared,
I feel like one that might be good, especially for, like, the younger ones that are, like,
like, kind of confused, I feel like something that might be good is just sketches. Like,
when you're like, ‘Oh, look. You can draw a mom and a dad, or you can draw two
mommies or two daddies.’ And they kind of get used to it as, like, an art thing, so that
way as they get older, they meet their friends, they're like,’Oh, I remember learning about
that when I was little.’ And it's, like, not just books, especially if they're younger, they
don't always understand the book fully.
Mack added her thoughts about how schools can exclude students from school-wide activities.
Specifically thinking about students from same sex families, she reflects on how some of the
events from her experience in school may not have been the most inclusive for students from
LGBTQ families.
Yeah. That's like it, not only that, it's just the sad thing is sometimes it's something so
innocent that teachers don't realize like, Oh, you think it's innocent. But like, what if
there's a student in your class that has two moms or two dads, or like the stuff that they're
not learning anywhere other than their parents. So like a daddy daughter dance is like,
well, what is that supposed to do for the kids that don't have dads or have two moms or
whatever. And it's like, it's something so sweet and innocent trying to like include all the
kids to do something fun, but you end, you still end up excluding certain kids. And
normally those are the kids that don't really have the guts to come out and say it and say
like, why this doesn't include that.
Sexuality, Mental Health & Gender. These thoughts shared by Mack led to further
conversation about sexuality, mental health, and gender. The youth all felt that late elementary
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school/early middle school, around 5th or 6th grade, would be an appropriate time to discuss these
topics with students. As Alef shared, “I feel like we should be focusing more on like races and
gender more than sexuality because that doesn't really develop until around middle school. So
people aren't really exactly sure I'm gay around that age…” He went on to say, “I feel like in
general, we should be talking about sexuality and mental health and gender before they even hit
middle school.” Age was something that the youth agreed was something to be aware of when
deciding when to talk to students about these topics. Mack added that a group/club similar to a
GSA might be one way to structure the discussions. She explained,
…I guess it kind of depends what grade in elementary. So like obviously like the first and
second graders, then maybe later on like fifth grade, like before they go into middle
school…that might be a good thing to start around like fifth grade, because then fifth
graders and sixth graders can start learning about this before going into middle and high
school. And it's like a, it's a safe place, but not necessarily call the GSA because some
schools aren't too thrilled about that and they won't let you make one, which makes no
sense to me.
Mack and Alef shared their frustration with how sexual education was handled at their schools.
They both agreed that sex ed for LGBTQ students was not offered. It was offered in a boy/girl
format where all of the boys learned about their bodies and safety and the girls did the same.
Mack explained that when she spoke up that what she was learning was not the information she
needed and was hoping for information for LGBTQ students, she was met with pushback from
teachers. As she explained,
Like in my sex ed, they didn't include any of that. And theirs, it was me like to my other
friends, obviously don't need that kind of sex ed. And I was like, what are we supposed to
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do? Like, we don't really need this. And the teacher, our teacher literally told us, well, it's
important for you to know too. Why do we need to know how other people have safe
sex? Shouldn't we know that? But that was the response we got. They're like, you guys
need to stay in the class because you need to know this too. So we were literally sitting
there just whispering in the corner while everyone else was talking about stuff that we
didn't need to know. We just thought it was really weird that we're like not getting any
kind of information or support that we need.
Alef mimicked this rhetoric when he shared how he was told of a religious analogy of the world
being made for a man and a woman.
They give us that whole Mormon analogy where it's like, if a girl and a boy are left
together, then it's going to happen no matter what. And that abstinence is the only way
and gay people don't exist and the only way we're going to find it is a man and a woman.
Taylor commented on the message being sent to LGBTQ youth in these examples. “I didn't get, I
guess I'm just air then. I don't exist.” Mack added that when she did not see herself reflected in
what she was learning in school, it led her to question her identity. “Because, especially when
you're the only person you know, it does kind of feel like, ‘What's wrong with me? Like, why am
I different?’”
A Need for Acceptance and Diversity. A lack of diversity or the openness for being
different was something that Alef shared was difficult to adjust to when he switched to his
current high school. He shared his experience saying, “I went from this place where everyone
was kind of accepting, it was just like, life was happy to a place where suddenly no, you cannot
be anything but rich, straight, white and cisgender.” Mack had a similar experience when she
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described the school she attended growing up. This school was designed specifically for students
with disabilities.
At one of my old schools that were meant for special needs students, there were a lot
people, like, telling them like, ‘Hey. We're getting bullied. No one's helping us.’ And
they just kind of ignored them, so I feel like that'd be something I'd say, is like... ‘Even if
it sounds like you don't believe that this is true, or there's something, take the time to
listen to them and, like, figure out what's really going on...’
Listening to students was something that we discussed across all grade levels of school. When
students struggle, for whatever reason, their needs should be considered. Mack compared this to
tutoring a student who struggles learning specific academic content.
I feel like a good analogy would be like tutoring. If a kid comes up and needs special help
with learning something and asks for tutoring and you turn them away, you're doing that
student in disservice by not helping them.
Taylor added his thoughts on why it is important for teachers to listen to their students. He said,
“And like the reason that kids come to teachers in the first place is 'cause like they trust them.” If
a student is comfortable enough to ask for help and they trust their teacher, their unique needs
should be supported.
Including Families in The Education. Aside from using an inclusive curriculum with
resources, lesson plans, and books that introduce students to these important topics in schools,
participants thought it was important for families to be involved in learning as well. Beyond
educating students in schools, Taylor brought up the importance of educating parents on such
topics.
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Maybe, uh, maybe like aside from, like, kind of educating students on, like, LGBT stuff
by, like, getting books and stuff. Um, maybe we could also like, like kind of educate the
parents on it maybe. Like, maybe have sort of like a PTA meetings, maybe we could like
kind of have discussions about it with them. I don't know.
But the youth were careful to not fully involve families in the entire process. One concern that
came up in our discussions was the fear of being outed by the school to family members. Alef
shared,
Can we make a policy where like, if the school finds out someone's LGBT be like, can't
tell the parents? Because I've heard a lot of scenarios where the schools will come out to
the parents for the kids and it makes everything worse. So I personally think it's just be
like, they shouldn't be able to tell anyone.
LGBTQ Student Needs. Building on this concept of keeping LGBTQ students’ identity
safe, Alef was stern in sharing his thoughts on the unique needs of LGBTQ students and the
importance for schools to recognize that LGBTQ students have such needs. He shared,
I don't think schools should just blatantly cover it up and act like LGBT people don't need
special help and like care with their laws and policies, because we do. And we're other
people that really do need that extra help from the school system. And I don't think it
would be right for them to just try to make it so we're treated like every other student.
Furthermore, Taylor agreed and added the need for special consideration to be made for trans
students. Sharing his thoughts as he reflected on his experiences being trans in school, Taylor
said,
I can kind of agree with that. Like, like trans students, especially like, like, like... I'm not
saying like this is for every transgender but like, a lot of us like, me included suffer, like,
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with mental health issues and like... So, yeah, we do, a lot of us do like have kind of
special sort of needs that need to be addressed by the school, not just looked over.
In conclusion, the youth all felt the need for LGBTQ students to be considered a unique
population with very different needs than their heterosexual peers. They agreed on the need for
conversations about diversity and inclusion to begin early in the elementary school experience
with resources like picture books and other inclusive curriculum and to have an opportunity
around 5th or 6th grade to discuss mental health, sexuality, and gender (before heading to middle
school). As we ended our discussions on this topic, Mack shared a quote that she found that she
felt helped to convey her thoughts on this.

Figure 15. Chris Colfer Quote
She explained,
Oh, it says, ‘There's nothing wrong with you. There's a lot wrong with the world you live
in.’ And that's a quote from Chris Colfer, which I really like that as well, 'cause that's
something that I could have used to be told back when I was younger.
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Conclusion
Findings from the data collection and analysis of the study were presented in this chapter.
LGBTQ youth experiences and recommendations were shared along with the artistic
representations they created to help convey their message. In Chapter 5, implications for
teachers, schools, administrators, and teacher preparation programs will be discussed.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative, arts-based study was to examine the experiences of
LGBTQ youth regarding inclusion during their early schooling. The goal was to use the findings
to better equip educators and policy-makers at all levels with information to assist in providing
safe and equitable learning environments for LGBTQ youth to succeed. Through focus groups,
interviews, and collage making, three self-identified LGBTQ youth participants reflected on their
experiences in school and offered their recommendations for how to improve. Throughout seven
sessions, the youth shared their experiences and provided context to understand the challenges
that they face in schools. In addition, I used a reflexive journal throughout each step of the study
in order to guide my planning for subsequent steps in the process. This reflexive journal served
as a space to reflect on events as they occurred, pose questions about new ideas that were
brought up, and to consider ways to improve the next step in the process.
The findings from this study were drawn from the experiences of three youth participants
and are vital to consider as we think about implementing future supports, policies and practices
for LGBTQ inclusion in schools. As previously discussed, alarming statistics regarding
experiences for LGBTQ youth reconfirm the critical need for systematic intervention. According
to NAMI (2020), “71% of LGBTQ youth reported feeling sad or hopeless for at least two weeks
in the past year” (slide 15). In addition, “39% of LGBTQ youth seriously considered attempting
suicide in the past twelve months, with more than half of transgender and non-binary youth
having seriously considered” (2020, slide 11). This is especially important to point out as
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transgender participants shared first hand experiences confirming this data. The data indicate an
immediate need to focus on supporting the mental health of LGBTQ youth and to reimagine the
inclusion of LGBTQ youth in schools.
Three research questions guided the current study:
RQ1: How do LGBTQ youth describe their early school experiences related to inclusion?
RQ2: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with current policies and practices in their
school districts with regard to LGBTQ students?
RQ3: What are LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth?
Discussion of Findings in Relation to the Literature
When reflecting upon the previous literature and data on the topic, it is important to point
out the similarity in findings here in this study. This emphasizes the experiences for LGBTQ
youth in schools are not improving and issues that have been studied for years are still prevalent.
Interesting to note in this study is the fact that the youth participants reflected on their early
school experiences as LGBTQ students, not just their current experiences as high school
students. This is important to call out as most all of the previous data shared in Chapter 1 and 2 is
drawn from high school aged students and focused on high school experiences. Unique to this
study is the reflections of LGBTQ youth spanning back to their time in elementary and middle
school as well. Therefore, this study fills the gap in the literature.
Findings from this study indicate that LGBTQ youth experience harassment/victimization
beginning in elementary school, discriminatory policies and practices are marginalizing for
LGBTQ youth beginning in elementary school, and the participants experienced support through
LGBTQ-related school resources and supportive educators, staff and friends. As shared by the
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youth in this study, they experienced hearing homophobic/transphobic rhetoric from their peers
and also experienced physical torment and abuse at the hands of their peers beginning in
elementary school. Examples shared by participants highlighted hearing derogatory language
including slurs towards members of the LGBTQ community as well as negative comments about
various LGBTQ identities. The finding that discriminatory policies and practices are
marginalizing for LGBTQ youth in elementary schools was supported by participants when they
shared negative experiences related to being told they had to use the restroom or locker-room of
their gender assigned at birth. Finally, LGBTQ youth shared various supports that helped to
improve their experiences in school. These included GSAs, a supportive teacher/staff member, a
supportive friend group, inclusive curricular materials, etc. Each of these findings are discussed
in more detail in relation to the literature below.
LGBTQ youth experience harassment/victimization beginning in elementary school.
In reflecting on the data from GLSEN and HRC as shared in Chapter 2, at the national level,
almost all LGBTQ students surveyed reported hearing “gay” used in a derogatory way at school
and felt distress as a result. One example shared by students was “that’s so gay.” In addition,
about 70% of students surveyed said they heard negative remarks like this frequently. According
to HRC (2018), one student even reported, “I overhear anti-LGBTQ slurs on the bus every single
day” (p. 10). Similarly, the youth in this study shared experiences related to hearing anti-LGBTQ
remarks at school. All three of the participants agreed that they witnessed derogatory talk by
their peers in schools. This negative talk caused them all to keep their identities private in hopes
they could avoid the negative backlash that might have ensued as a result of sharing. This is
consistent with findings by Poteat et al. (2019) who conducted surveys with over 200 teachers
and found that when teachers felt supported by their colleagues, they were more likely to report
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the use of homophobic language. This implies that a supportive school community could
improve the experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools.
In reflecting on my eight years teaching elementary school, I think back to times when I
heard students say things like, “That’s so gay.” Early in my career, as I was still grappling with
how to be inclusive, I recall the tensions of handling situations that involved the use of negative
homophobic phrases or bullying. Years of experience and my own confidence in how to address
these types of situations led to my ability to feel confident in addressing issues of anti-LGBTQ
remarks from my students.
As previously mentioned, GLSEN and HRC have confirmed that, close to 90% of
LGBTQ students experienced harassment or victimization based on their “...personal
characteristics, including sexual orientation, gender expression, gender, religion, actual or
perceived race and ethnicity, and actual or perceived disability” (Kosciw et al., 2018, p. xix).
Similarly, HRC (2018) reported that nearly three quarters of LGBTQ youth have experienced
verbal threats because of their LGBTQ identity with nearly half reporting being bullied on school
grounds in the last year. During this study, it was found that LGBTQ youth experienced many
aspects of this type of negativity at school. Participants described multiple incidents that
occurred on school property where they fell victim to harassment and bullying. Many of these
incidents happened in the locker room or restroom. It is also important to point out that the
experiences shared were not just at the hands of peers in schools. Some of the experiences shared
regarding victimization at school came at the hands of uninformed or unsupportive faculty.
In my experience as an elementary teacher, I did not witness this type of physical
victimization, but I feel confident now that if I had, I would have been sure to handle the
situation for the safety and well-being of my students. As an affirming LGBTQ educator, I
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would address any sort of microaggression or derogatory comments or physical harm made to
LGBTQ students. If I were to witness a student being harassed or victimized, I would address the
incident immediately. I would explain to the students involved that this type of behavior is
unacceptable in my classroom and remind them we should be working to understand people that
may be different than we are. I would also consider using a picture book or other lesson materials
like Ready, Set, Respect! from GLSEN, that reinforces my stance on respecting all of my
students, especially my LGBTQ population. Teaching students to learn from others who may be
different from them can be another way to foster a safe and affirming learning environment for
students.
Discriminatory policies and practices are marginalizing for LGBTQ youth
beginning in elementary school. In thinking about issues with discriminatory school policies
and practices, most LGBTQ students shared their experiences with discrimination in relation
to their LGBTQ identity (Kosciw et al., 2018). Some policies even targeted specific groups of
LGBTQ students including transgender and gender-nonconforming student populations (Kosciw
et al., 2018). This was something that was also found while speaking with the three youth in this
study who shared personal stories of times when they had issues with policies or practices
beginning at their respective elementary schools. Taylor and Alef specifically spoke about their
personal experiences regarding a need for a zero tolerance, trans inclusive policy to protect trans
students. Mack also shared times when policies did not support her LGBTQ identity in the
schools she attended. It is clear that the experiences of these participants are consistent with the
experiences of LGBTQ youth across the United States. My experience as an elementary school
teacher is consistent with these findings in that I do not recall any experiences from my years as
a teacher where LGBTQ policies were ever shared or supported.
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When speaking about the topic of school policy, the youth in this study shared their many
challenges. From not feeling like there was a clear policy for LGBTQ inclusion to having to deal
with school staff that were not familiar with the topic or misinformed, each of the participants
shared their unique experiences. Mack and Alef shared issues that took place in the locker room
or restroom. This is consistent with data reported in the literature. Kosciw et al. (2018) conveyed
that “Only 12.6% of students reported that their school had a comprehensive policy (i.e., one that
specifically enumerates both sexual orientation and gender identity/expression)” (p. xxiii). This
led the youth in this study to suggest the need for a zero tolerance, fully inclusive policy to
support school experiences for all LGBTQ youth. Similarly, Blackburn and Pascoe (2015) assert
educational policy reforms must ensure a safe learning environment for LGBTQ students and
should include anti-bullying policies and nondiscrimination policies. Day, Ioverno and Russell
(2019) found that school policies inclusive of SOGI support LGBTQ youth and are associated
with a more supportive, safe school climate. More specifically, as the third research question for
this study focused on LGBTQ youth’s experiences with the range of practices, policies, and
resources available for elementary educators to create inclusive spaces for LGBTQ youth, the
lack of response that came from the discussions with youth in this study speaks volumes about
how much work still needs to be done to provide inclusive practices and resources in the
elementary setting. For both of the trans youth in this study, they shared the need for a very
specific transgender policy due to the unique needs of trans students as well. A recommendation
here includes the need for teacher candidates and collaborating teachers to understand what the
LGBTQ policies are in their schools. As policies for LGBTQ inclusion are created, it is
important for teacher candidates to be knowledgeable of these policies to ensure they create safe
and affirming spaces for their LGBTQ students.
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The youth in this study did share some positive experiences in schools. But it is also
important to note that many of the positive experiences that were shared occurred mostly at the
high school level. It was clear that these supportive policies and practices provided participants
with opportunities to feel safe, supported, and cared for, but most did not occur at the elementary
or even the middle school levels.
Speaking on the topic of inclusive curriculum, the youth in this study shared that they had
not had experience learning about LGBTQ history or characters in school. This is consistent with
the work of McGarry (2013) who asserts, “Most middle and high school students report that
they’ve never been taught anything positive about LGBTQ people, history, or events” (p.28).
Additionally, nationwide data on the topic reflects this same experience for the national sample
that was surveyed. Less than one quarter of all LGBTQ students in the U.S. surveyed by GLSEN
in 2017 reported being taught any LGBTQ history or curriculum whatsoever in school. Even
more surprising is the fact that about the same number of students reported they were actually
taught negative content related to LGBTQ topics (Kosciw et al., 2018).
In reflecting on their experience, the youth in this study offered the recommendation that
teachers begin introducing nontraditional family structures and characters to students from the
beginning of elementary school. Mack shared the idea of allowing students to draw “two
mommies or two daddies” and all three youth agreed picture books like, And Tango Makes
Three, would be a great way to incorporate discussions on diverse families. All students should
be exposed to diverse characters and content that challenges the heteronormativity that is so
prevalent throughout all aspects of the school experience. This is consistent with research
conducted by Sadowski (2016) who argues providing a “safe” space is not good enough for
LGBTQ students. Schools must celebrate diversity and be inviting of varying perspectives and
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experiences (Sadowski, 2016). As I compile inclusive curricular resources, I try to incorporate
these resources into my teaching in higher education. I have used picture books as suggestions
for introducing diverse topics, I have modeled using LGBTQ inclusive lesson plans and I offer
any of my physical resources when supporting teacher candidates with lesson planning. In
addition, Ryan (2016) found that, children often perpetuate the heteronormative themes included
in the curriculum they are exposed to, making it so important to have LGBTQ inclusive
curricula.
These participants experienced support through LGBTQ-related school resources
and supportive educators, staff and friends. When it comes to LGBTQ-related school
resources, the youth did not have quite as much experience to share. As previously mentioned,
schools that provide LGBTQ-related support have a positive impact on the schooling and
academic experiences of LGBTQ youth (HRC, 2018; Kosciw et al., 2018). The topic of GSA’s
was discussed and how participants saw these groups as a helpful resource in school.
Furthermore, LGBTQ youth who attend schools with a GSA have reported having a more
positive experience in schools (HRC, 2018). This was true for Alef who discussed his
participation in his school’s GSA and how it helped him through some challenging times. He
shared, “I started one of the first LGBT GSA clubs for middle school.” Having a GSA in schools
likely means there is a supportive faculty member, often a teacher, with whom LGBTQ students
can make a connection. The GSA can also function as a safe space where LGBTQ youth and
their allies can come together to support one another and create a community that values the
diversity of its members. Since leaving the elementary classroom, I have had the opportunity to
engage with many LGBTQ inclusive professional development opportunities. As such, I have
become familiar with a variety of inclusive resources teachers can use to provide a safe and
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affirming space for LGBTQ students. The materials including picture books with diverse
characters, lesson plans supporting diversity, among others, are resources I share with my teacher
candidates in my current role as a teacher educator. Although I was not aware of these types of
inclusive resources when I was a classroom teacher, I now share these with my teacher
candidates in hopes that they will want to use them with their students.
The youth in this study shared positive experiences they have had with supportive faculty
at their respective schools. Almost all LGBTQ youth have reported that they can identify at least
one staff member who is supportive of LGBTQ students at their school (Kosciw et al., 2018).
Alef discussed a supportive faculty member, who he called, “G” by sharing, “And just the way G
has been helping other people just proves that they're a support system, no matter what you need
or who you are.” He also reflected on the supportive teachers he had who would use his
appropriate pronouns when he shared, “All my teachers followed when I asked. And if they
weren't comfortable using my pronouns, they just chose not to use pronouns.” Taylor shared his
positive experience after coming out to one of his virtual school teachers. He explained, “Hmm,
yeah, it's actually a really sort of positive 'cause, um, one day I did come out, she, um, she
immediately stopped calling me by my dead name.” For a trans person, their “dead name” is the
name they were assigned at birth. Often when a trans person first identifies as trans or even
transitions, they change their name and ask others to refer to them by this new name. Taylor
shared his positive experience with this thanks to his one very supportive virtual school teacher.
These findings align to similar findings in the literature. HRC (2018) also found that when
supportive staff were present in schools, LGBTQ youth described school as safe, affirming, and
welcoming.
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In my experience as an educator, I worked at what I would consider a very inclusive
school for LGBTQ people. I was one of many openly LGBTQ teachers on campus. It is
important to note that these colleagues were out to staff and parents, but not necessarily to the
students. I kept photographs of my husband and I on my bulletin boards and when asked who he
was, I would always refer to him as my best friend. In retrospect, I know I could have done far
more to make my classroom a safe space for my LGBTQ students. I cannot think of any students
that I ever taught that were openly gay, probably because most youth do not identify as LGBTQ
until a little later in life. However, I do feel that I let my students down when it comes to being a
supportive LGBTQ teacher. I wish now that when I got engaged, for example, that I would have
come back to school to share this big life event with my students. Some of my students’ parents
knew, but it was never something I publicly shared with students. It makes me think about how
things would have differed had I identified as a heterosexual. At the time, I was concerned that
my sharing about my personal life might lead to conversation that may have been unwanted by
the families of the students that I taught. In reflecting on these decisions, I realize now how much
of a missed opportunity this was for my students. As such, I make it very apparent from day
one of meeting me in my role in higher education to disclose my identity and share personal
stories related to my LGBTQ identity. For example, at the beginning of each semester, I
introduce myself with my pronouns and share a few slides that describe a little about me. These
include photographs of my husband, Ryan and I, at our wedding, photographs of our dog, Dex,
and shots of us on our travels around the world. I realize now the importance of LGBTQ
visibility in schools and this is one way that I am able to provide that representation for students,
whether it be college level education majors or elementary students that learn in classrooms
where my teacher candidates intern.
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In addition to supportive teachers and faculty, the youth in this study also indicated the
need for supportive friends at school. Having a confidant or small group of friends that they
could be out to and be themselves with was a huge factor in their ability to have a support system
at school. As Alef explained about his struggles with making friends at school, “It was just a
constant struggle of trying to make it through every single day when you don't even have many
friends.” Taylor shared how he was only out to a very small group of people. Describing this
group of friends he shared, “I was, I was out to like a select group of online friends, but that's
really it.” For Mack, she leaned on her supportive friends in times of struggle. She shared,
Yeah, they have actually. Whenever I get, like, really stressed out or there's something
going on, I know I can talk to them about it, and there's never really an issue, which is
pretty cool 'cause at some of my old schools I couldn't do that.
As a former elementary teacher and current teacher educator, I reflect on the learning
environments I create for students. I think about how I work to introduce diverse topics with my
students. I consider my classroom to be an inclusive space where we can challenge our
understanding of diversity and inclusion and can support one another to be an affirming teacher
for LGBTQ students while reflecting on the past experiences that make us who we are. The
findings from this study should be considered by all members of the school community.
Teachers, administrators, and teacher educators all can use the results from this study to inform
how they can be more inclusive of the LGBTQ youth at their school.
Queer Theory
The theoretical framework guiding this study is built upon the central underpinnings of
queer theory. In relation to the field of education, queer theory pushes educators to disrupt the
norm and reexamine a particular topic from a new perspective. In terms of this study, the
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particular topic that was examined was the experiences of LGBTQ youth participants related to
inclusion. Queer theory provided a lens for examining the normalizing discourses regarding
gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, and others that can limit the lives of diverse learners in schools
(Bower, 2017). Particularly in this study, it was important to examine the normalizing discourses
experienced by LGBTQ youth in schools.
As previously mentioned, queer theory also challenges educators to both understand and
support sexual orientation and gender as fluid, not fixed concepts. When speaking about this with
the youth participants in this study, there was a consensus among all of us that the need for
teaching about diversity and challenging the heteronormativity that is apparent in schools should
begin in kindergarten. Mack shared reflections on the need to include diverse characters that
challenge gender norms and traditional family structures from day one of elementary school. The
youth agreed it was also important to have discussions about identity and sexual health around
the middle school age. They all agreed it was important to have discussions about how students
may be feeling and how their bodies are changing before moving into middle school. I agree
with these ideas and often think about how my role as a teacher educator could be supportive of
this. In my role, I work with my teacher candidates to think about how they can plan lessons that
are inclusive of LGBTQ students as well as how they can challenge the heteronormativity that is
so prevalent in schools.
Queer theory also serves to “eliminate labels and the stigmatization that results from
labeling” (Zacko-Smith & Smith, 2010, p. 7). For participants in this study, their struggles with
labeling came during issues with gendered restroom and locker room use. As one of the
participants shared in reflection, having non-gendered bathrooms that lacked a gender marker
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was one recommendation he shared to help improve the experience of future transgender
students.
Queer theory also provides educators with a way to change their perception of LGBTQ
youth from being an “other” while promoting more than just tolerance (Zacko-Smith & Smith,
2010). It is not enough for teachers to be tolerant. They must be open, willing, and proactive in
how they plan for the inclusion of LGBTQ youth. Queer theory pushes beyond just tolerance and
asks educators to “take a more active stance when defining realities that surround sexuality,
sexual orientation and gender for the students in their classrooms” (Zacko-Smith & Smith, 2010,
p. 78). Participants shared the need for supportive teachers and how helpful and positive it was to
have a teacher they trusted. Garnering this support, however, should not be the responsibility of
the LGBTQ students in schools. Educators need to reflect more critically on the spaces they
create for students to succeed and promote the acceptance of LGBTQ students while
transforming classrooms and schools. In keeping this in mind, the following implications for
educators, administrators, and teacher educators should be considered as we think about how to
be more inclusive of LGBTQ youth in schools.
Implications for Educators
It is important for all teachers to be allies and supportive of the LGBTQ community. As
previously mentioned, NAMI (2020) recently shared data describing LGBTQ youth experiences
in schools. Highlights include LGBTQ students not feeling comfortable enough to disclose their
identity or sexual orientation with teachers, experiencing harassment and discrimination related
to their LGBTQ identity, being discouraged from using the bathroom aligned with their gender
identity, and experiencing negative impacts of the current political climate on their mental
health. This data supports the need to continue to fight for the inclusion of LGBTQ youth in
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schools. Of the above, all of these came up during this study with the youth participants (Mack,
Taylor, and Alef). The stories related to these experiences were shared in Chapter 4.
According to NAMI (2020), there are a few recommendations for teachers and school
staff to consider to improve school experiences for LGBTQ youth. These include:
1. Educate Yourself and others about LGBTQ youth and mental health
2. Volunteer with LGBTQ youth organizations like The Trevor Project, GLSEN, HRC, etc.
3. Be a safe place for LGBTQ people in your community
GLSEN offers a Safe Space Kit that would be helpful to display support of the LGBTQ
community in a classroom. This can be the first step towards making schools more inclusive for
LGBTQ students. In addition to this Safe Space Kit, teachers and staff should also be trained
through professional development opportunities on how to better support LGBTQ students in
schools. I consider these recommendations as well as others as I prepare each semester to work
with my teacher candidates. In addition, I model how these practices could look in an elementary
setting. I also make myself available outside of class meeting time to ensure my students have
the time to reflect and plan for their LGBTQ students.
Professional Development for LGBTQ Inclusion. It is clearly important for schools to
be a safe and affirming place for LGBTQ students. One thing that came out of this study’s
findings is the fact that many school personnel, including teachers, are not well versed or
experienced in meeting the unique needs of LGBTQ youth, especially trans students. To that
regard, it is important to point out that in all of the participant experiences, a new school was
thought of as an opportunity for a new start. Teachers should be provided with professional
development opportunities to inform them on how to support LGBTQ youth. When Alef shared
his issues with bathrooms and the locker room, it was apparent that his teachers were scared to
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do what could be considered the wrong thing instead of worrying about the well-being of the
students. His teachers seemed to either not know the policies associated with LGBTQ inclusion
at his school or were more concerned with their own job security rather than the safety of the
students. When teachers fail to educate themselves on LGBTQ inclusion, the students who are
most vulnerable to marginalization can have very negative experiences in school.
In considering how to be inclusive of LGBTQ youth in schools, there are a few
immediate things teachers can do that do not require much effort or planning. Teachers should
consider using gender neutral phrases to address the class as a whole. When calling on the class,
instead of “boys and girls,” “ladies and gentlemen” or “you guys,” replace these with something
that does not mention gender. Some options might include “folks,” “friends,” or “class.” For
teacher educators, a phrase like “future teachers” or “you all/ y’all” could be used.
Teachers are not the only staff members responsible for creating a safe and welcoming
space for LGBTQ students. When I reflect back on my own professional development as it
relates to LGBTQ students, I realize not one of the opportunities I have participated in were
required. Every professional learning opportunity, including online webinars, in person
professional development, and reading different resources, have all been a result of my own
interest in the topic and need for improvement in my own practice. From the experiences shared
by the youth in this study as well as the national data sets shared earlier, professional
development for teachers and staff on this topic should be mandatory. If not, how can we ensure
ALL teachers, staff, and teacher candidates are exposed to this vital information?
Implications for Administrators
As it was shared by participants, a need for a zero tolerance policy that protects LGBTQ
youth from bullying and other forms of discrimination in schools is a must. As a result,
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administrators should be sure to have systems and practices in place that teachers and staff are
aware of to handle issues of LGBTQ discrimination in school. As a school leader, it is important
for administrators to act as a role model for teachers and staff by using pronouns during faculty
meetings and at school events as well as ensuring that there is LGBTQ visibility reflected in both
the curriculum as well as the physical learning environment. This can be done by celebrating
important historical LGBTQ events and history, having guest speakers who are openly LGBTQ,
showing some transparency for LGBTQ teachers and staff to share their stories. In reflecting on
my own experience being an LGBTQ educator, I acknowledge the supportive school community
I taught with, but also realize that I was situated in a more liberal geographic locale. I think
about how I may have had to be less outward with regard to my LGBTQ identity if I was
teaching in another community. For example, a school I currently work closely with is in a
district known for its conservative community and views where inhabitants often make local
news headlines for attending school board meetings to argue for the safety of their non-LGBTQ
students in the midst of issues of bullying or harassment of LGBTQ students in their schools.
This is especially important to consider as I think about how to support my teacher candidates
who may work in more conservative areas of the country and how they can create an inclusive
and affirming classroom environment for their LGBTQ students.
It was also interesting that the youth in this study brought up recommendations for
educating parents and families about LGBTQ related issues. The participants highlighted the
importance of bridging the school to home gap by inviting parents to participate in educational
opportunities, perhaps supported by the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA), for example. For the
purpose of this study, we did not spend much time discussing the details of how this could be
done, so future research may be something to consider. This is an important limitation to
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consider because in order for change to take place within the school and its larger community,
there needs to be buy in and support from the families that make up said community. It would be
powerful to have school leaders advocate for the inclusion of LGBTQ students and families in
the community by seeing themselves reflected in curriculum, seeing teachers and staff
supporting their own LGBTQ identities, and creating spaces where LGBTQ people can come
together to support one another. Some ways to achieve this could be through the support of a
GSA, Diversity Club, and even changing heteronormative practices like “Daddy Daughter
Dances” and “Mother’s Day Teas” to be more reflective of an inclusive community. This is
consistent with the county-wide survey conducted by Poteat et al. (2012) indicating that schools
with GSA’s provide positive support to LGBTQ students and contribute to more positive overall
youth health.
Implications for Teacher Educators
As stated previously, there is much research to support that LGBTQ youth have negative
experiences in schools (Kull et al., 2016; Ream, 2019; Rivers et al., 2018). As the field of
education often reflects the ebbs and flows of society, with the current political climate and in
light of the Black Lives Matter Movement, it would be irresponsible to omit mention of the
beginnings of a cultural shift. It is for this reason, among others, that teacher education programs
must make social justice and equity a top priority, with particular focus on the inclusion of
LGBTQ students in schools. Research conducted by Kedley in 2015 recommends beginning the
process of creating an inclusive learning environment for LGBTQ youth during teacher
preparation programs.
Results of this study confirm the need to change the culture of inclusion within the field
of education. Just as we conceptualize inclusion for students with disabilities and train teacher
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candidates and their collaborating teachers, we should consider the vulnerable population of
LGBTQ youth in schools a top priority. Parallels exist between students with disabilities who
have unique needs and LGBTQ students who also have unique needs that need to be addressed
by schools. This shift requires critical conversations before we can even begin to change policies.
The first step is educating teacher candidates and their collaborating teachers on the topic. By
integrating these practices across various course content, teacher candidates will be exposed to
ways to support LGBTQ students in all aspects of the school day. Students in my courses have
been introduced to some of this work, but it will be imperative to have LGBTQ inclusion
considered in all coursework throughout teacher education programs.
Researcher Reflexivity
Throughout the study, I kept a reflexivity journal that I used as a way to reflect on
experiences shared. This was particularly helpful when methods had to shift completely online
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. In reviewing my reflections from that time of the study, it is clear
that having to make those changes caused me some anxiety. I was concerned how I would be
able to move forward productively without having more of an interpersonal experience with the
youth participants. In reviewing my journal entries, I notice how at multiple stages I was
pleasantly surprised by how smooth things went. Much of my anxiety came from fear of the
unknown. Having never conducted research completely online, I was concerned there would be
technology issues and connectivity troubles. Luckily, throughout all stages of the study,
technology was not an issue. In addition to the journal, I also had weekly research meetings with
colleagues about my dissertation experience. I used these meetings as a time to reflect on how
the study was going and to gain advice from former doctoral students.
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Impact of Covid on LGBTQ Youth
It is important to point out that this study took place during the Covid-19 pandemic. As
was mentioned throughout the study, each of the participants have experienced or are currently
working through struggles with their mental health. The added stress and the challenges
associated with having to receive mental health and social group support only via technology are
noteworthy contextual factors in this study. The Covid-19 pandemic posed multiple challenges
during the study. After a planning meeting with a member at the organization where the study
took place, I noted the following in my reflexive journal: “I’m feeling nervous but excited to get
started. Will the students connect with me? Will the students be comfortable opening up to me?”
I kept these thoughts in mind as we proceeded with the study knowing that the Covid-19
pandemic may cause a few additional challenges for my participants. Concerns related to
physical distancing, economic strain and increased anxiety were evident.
Physical Distancing. With the need for social distancing, LGBTQ youth are
experiencing a potential loss of the ability to participate in social interactions, like a GSA, or
other support. In addition, some LGBTQ youth may be experiencing “unintended negative
consequences related to being confined to an environment that may be unsupportive or abusive”
(NAMI, 2020, slide 15). This is even worse for college level students who may have come out
while away at school and were forced to return to their family’s home. Participants from this
study all attended other LGBTQ social programming in addition to participating in the activities
associated with this study. This seemed to help with their comfort level when sharing personal
information through a virtual space. After the first data collection session, I noted the following
reflections in my journal: “Today’s call went really well. The youth participants seemed very
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comfortable and having been part of programming may make them more comfortable with
sharing personal stories.”
Economic Strain. According to NAMI (2020), there are additional economic concerns
for LGBTQ youth with regard to unemployment and housing instability. And although these are
concerns for all youth, in particular, they impact the LGBTQ youth population
disproportionately. Although the youth in this study did not personally share their own economic
strain, that does not mean their families did not feel the impact of it. At the beginning of the
study, Taylor noted his parents both were still working full time, but as time went on, quarantine
and social distancing guidelines may have caused a lapse in both his father’s pest control
business and his mother’s ability to continue with her house cleaning business. It is also notable
to point out there was one session that had to be rescheduled at the planned start time due to Alef
and Taylor’s absence. In a subsequent rescheduled session, both participants shared they were
experiencing family challenges that may have been related to the added stress of the Covid-19
pandemic.
Increased Anxiety. With a shift to social distancing and many mental health support
entities being closed to in-person care, anxiety was heightened for participants. In addition,
uncertainty about the future can add to levels of anxiety for LGBTQ youth. As I reflect on the
challenges and anxiety I experienced during the Covid-19 pandemic, I recognize that these
additional challenges may be even more impactful for LGBTQ youth. Mack shared her
experience with her school website crashing and the added anxiety related to not being able to
get her work done without access. I noted early in my journal about how Alef shared that due to
the pandemic, he would no longer be able to attend his yearly LGBTQ sleepaway camp that he
looks forward to every summer. In addition, anxiety was increased as the youth participants
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shared their reflections related to the added workload they were given as they shifted to distance
learning. Alef shared his frustrations during one of the sessions related to an AP Exam he had
taken. He shared that, “Oh, um, my teacher is giving us a lot of work, even though we have our
AP exam for her in a few days.” After taking his exam Alef shared, “and it was like stuff that we
literally didn't even get to learn yet, was the whole test.” Feeling unprepared for this big exam
and the potential of losing the AP credits was something that added anxiety to an already
stressful time for him.
Limitations of Current Study
Although the data in this study allows for a unique investigation into the school
experiences of a small, diverse sample of LGBTQ youth, there were some notable limitations.
This study was based on a very small sample taken from an LGBTQ community organization.
Through this organization, these youth have been provided many opportunities to practice
speaking about their experiences and reflecting on those experiences with others. It is important
to point out that this practice of thinking and speaking about past experiences, many of which
can be extremely damaging, may have aided in participants’ ability to be open and honest during
the study. Because of this, the findings may not accurately reflect the experiences of LGBTQ
youth who lack access to these types of mental health and social group supports. LGBTQ youth
who lack access to said supports may be at a greater risk of experiencing poor outcomes in
schools.
An additional limitation that should be considered in this study is the accuracy of the
retrospective accounts that were shared by the youth. Participants were asked to reflect on their
own experiences with inclusion as LGBTQ youth in schools. For some, this required reflection
on experiences that were upwards of 5-7 years old. These self-reports of experiences of inclusion
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may not accurately reflect the true presence of the policies, practices, and resources available to
them in schools at the time. In looking back at my journal, I noted how there were some points
during the study where some of the experiences that were shared were very personal to the youth
participants. I noted feeling surprised at some of the details shared as we were still getting to
know one another. For example, I noted this when Alef shared the experience where his
classmates were overheard speaking about his genitals and when he also shared his struggle with
mental health. Alef, in particular, was very forthcoming with personal information, which I
found surprising at times. Also, I noted in my journal how at times it was difficult for my
participants to recall examples of experiences related to the topic we were discussing. An
example of this was the lack of response regarding the resources available to teachers. All of the
participants seemed to not have as much to share on this topic. I believe that was due to their lack
of knowledge of resources available at the time they were in elementary/middle school as well as
their lack of ability to understand how some of these resources would have been helpful for them
upwards of five years ago.
The sharing and group discussion that took place during the study were often followed by
a more individualized sharing and further discussion where each participant had the opportunity
to provide personal updates since our last session. Although focus groups and interviews
happened during our virtual meetings, they happened with everyone in the online space. To be
clear, the individual interviews took place, but in more of a group setting. This could be
considered a limitation, although students shared that they were all comfortable having the
conversations as a whole group. It is something to consider as youth may have been more open
with what they shared if we met in person and were able to hold conversations independently.
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Directions for Future Research
Looking across the different experiences that were shared by the LGBTQ youth in this
study, experiences of participants were surprisingly similar although the two participants who
identify as trans did have some variance in their experience that was unique to their trans
identity. In thinking about the direction for future research, it would be important to consider
how different intersectional identities may relate to specific and unique experiences for students
in school. Although this research did not initially include intersections of sexuality, gender, and
disability as a focus, this did come up during the study. Future research should consider how
other aspects of identity including race, ethnicity, disability/ability, immigration status, etc.,
intersect with a students’ LGBTQ identity. This is an area of concern that teachers and other
school personnel should be aware of so they can best support the needs of every LGBTQ student
in their school.
Future research might consider how geographic location and the associated sociopolitical
contexts of these areas might impact students’ experiences in schools as well. This study was
conducted in Florida, but it would be interesting to consider how geographic location might
impact the experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools.
Future studies should also consider how sexual and gender identities intersect with other
identity markers to relate to unique experiences within schools. In addition, it is important to
consider how policies and practices in schools can and should be differentiated for specific
sexual and gender identities. As it was shared by both trans youth in this study, they have unique
needs as trans people and those needs should be considered when designing curriculum, policies,
and practices for inclusion in schools. There is a need for additional research on how specific and
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differentiated policies and practices can be inclusive and supportive of LGBTQ youth in
schools.
As discovered through literature searches for this study, there is a lack of scholarship
focused on transgender and gender-nonconforming youth and their unique needs especially with
regard to school experiences. Future research should consider how school leadership, guidance
counselors, school psychologists, and other school staff collaborate to inform policies for trans
and gender-nonconforming students to be included in schools. As the two trans students in this
study explained, it is clear they have unique needs that differ from their LGB peers and are
important to improve. As Heck, Poteat, and Goodenow (2016) explain,
Although there have been important advances within the mental and public health
professions aimed at improving the lives of transgender and gender-nonconforming
people (Dickey & Singh, 2016; Reisner et al., 2016; Winter et al., 2016), there remains an
imminent need to expand our school-based research portfolios to address challenges and
questions that pertain specifically to this unique student demographic. (p.383)
Lastly, future researchers should consider how to approach conversations on the
intersection of race and LGBTQ identity. With communities around the world coming together
in the Black Lives Matter movement to address systemic racism in the United States, it is
important to consider future research with a focus on the intersectionality of race and LGBTQ
identity as well.
Advice to Younger Self
As the study concluded, the final focus group came to a close with a discussion on the
advice each of the youth would offer their younger selves knowing what they know now. Each of
the participants shared their thoughts which are included below. The advice they provide their
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younger self should be a message to all those in advocacy positions or positions of power to
make policies to support the inclusion of these youth and the rest of the LGBTQ youth
population.
Taylor (he/him). Taylor was quick to respond with his advice to his younger self. He
shared ideas of optimism and that if his younger self can push through, things will get better. His
advice shares a sense of hope for the future. He shared,
Um, Maybe like what I'd, what I'd tell my previous self to like, sort of get through
everything is that like... Like, when I was in, like, in public school, I was, like,
questioning and, like, trying to find out who I am, but I think I'd tell myself back then that
like, you're gonna find yourself, you're gonna be in a much happier place. You're gonna
be like, like you're, you're gonna find out who you are, sooner than you think is what I'd
tell. You, like you may face some challenges, but you'll find out.
Alef (he/him). In reflecting on his life experiences as a trans male, Alef shared advice on
the people who he should surround himself with. He also focused his thoughts on what would
make him the happiest now. His emphasis on not pleasing everyone around him was something
that stands out. He shared,
You know what? I would tell myself exactly who wasn't going to end up being right for
me to hang out with. And I would tell myself that nothing that people said to me matters
and that I shouldn't care so much about everyone else because... And I shouldn't like
switch to their school just because everyone I know is gonna be there, because that's
stupid and it's a bad decision. I should just do what makes myself happy and stop trying
to please everyone else who doesn't even think about me.
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Mack (she/her). Mack’s advice to her younger self focused on her struggles when she
was figuring out who she was. She shared her perspective on how she wished she had come out
to her mom sooner because she knows now the support she had in her. She shared,
Um, I feel like one of the things I would probably tell myself is to actually tell someone
what's going on. Because I'm sure bottling it up for two years was not the best coping
mechanism. So I'd probably tell myself that, especially 'cause I know my mom is
supportive. So I know, like, it's not bad to tell someone, because if mom finds out, it's
fine. I feel like that'd definitely be something I would tell myself, is not just keep it to
yourself because of the fear, tell someone because it's better for you.
Myself (he/him). In reflecting on this study and my own experiences as an LGBTQ
person, I wondered what advice I would give to my younger self. I think back to when I was a
brand new teacher, dating my then boyfriend of three years and still feeling insecure in being
fully out at school. I think now about how I missed multiple opportunities to support my LGBTQ
students and to expose all of my students to curriculum and resources that highlight diverse
characters and storylines. At the time, what I thought I was doing to keep my students safe may
have actually been a way of oppressing my LGBTQ students. If I could turn back time and do
things differently, I would tell myself to be confident in my LGBTQ identity at school and be
vocal about Ryan and our life outside of the school walls. What I did realize then was that I was
really hiding a part of me, arguably the most important part of me, from my students. I think
about how there may have been countless students in my elementary classroom that could have
benefited from seeing an LGBTQ role model in me. I now know the importance of visibility and
representation for LGBTQ students. I use this to guide my decision making as a teacher educator
to model this for my teacher candidates.
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Conclusion
In summary, school leaders and staff must be proactive, rather than reactive to create a
safe space in schools that affirms the various sexual and gender identities of their students.
Specifically, the need for LGBTQ-focused policies and professional development for teachers
and staff to know ways to be more inclusive of LGBTQ students is imperative. It will also be
important to consider how to improve the school climate overall for LGBTQ youth and their
heterosexual peers to reduce homophobic and transphobic bullying and victimization in schools.
As the Supreme Court recently ruled, LGBTQ rights are human rights and we ALL must be
supporters of LGBTQ youth. Just as we think about how to be more inclusive of students from
other marginalized populations, it is important to consider the unique needs of our LGBTQ
students. LGBTQ inclusion should not be limited to the school environment, but rather ALL
environments that LGBTQ youth experience in their lives. We must recognize their unique needs
and how their intersectional identities may require additional attention and support.
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Appendix B: Informed Consent/Child Assent Form
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Appendix C: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
Questions for Interview Protocol:
1. Tell me about your art so far.
2. What have you decided to create and why?
3. How did today’s art making session make you feel?
4. Does any part of your art represent specific events from your life?
5. If so, tell me about those things.
6. Is there anything else we did not talk about from your art/the experience making the art

that you would like to share?
7. Are you comfortable sharing this work with your peers later in today’s session?
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Appendix D: Focus Group Interview Protocol
Questions for Focus Group Interviews:
1. Let’s talk about your initial thoughts about today’s experience. Did any specific
experiences come to mind as we worked today?
2. Tell us about your art. What did you include/ add today and why?
3. What have your experiences been like as an LGBTQ youth in schools?
4. As an LGBTQ youth in school, what is something that has helped you feel safe or

supported?
5. What aspects of your schooling have been easy (as related to your LGBTQ identity)?
6. What aspects of your schooling have been difficult (as related to your LGBTQ identity)?
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Appendix E: 2017 GLSEN Florida State Snapshot
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